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ABSTRACT 

Arthur Schnitzler (1862-1931) and Anton Pavlovich Chekhov 

(1860-1904) were both writers as well as physicians. The latter 

profession had a significant influence on their works, which is 

evident in the frequent use of the doctor figure in their plays and 

prose works. 

What distinguishes Schnitzler and Chekhov from other writers 

of the fin-de,...si~c1e, is their ability to clinically observe psycho

logical and social problems. Sclmitzler's and Chekhov's works contain 

"diagnosesJl made by their doctor figure. 

This study examines the respective qualities of a spectrum 

of six major types. There are mixed, mainly positive and mainly 

negative types of doctor figures, ranging from the revolutionary type 

down to the pathetic doctor figure and the calculating type. 

Dealing with differences as well as with similarities, the 

thesis concludes by showing how the characterization of the doctor 

figure sh.eds light on the authors that created them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Schnitzler and Chekhov were contemporaries, for the difference 

between the most important dates in Schnitzler's.and Chekhov's life is 

relatively insignificant. They were also physicians, which obviously 

had a major influence on their plays and prose works, for a significant 

number of their writings contains one or several doctor figures. We 
-

find that the physician appears in one-third of Schnitzler's short 

stories, novels and plays ,I and in one-fifth of Chekhov's works.
2 

At 

the same time it is important to note that there are suprisingly few 

patients in Schnitzler's works, as Maria Alter pointed out: "Very few 

indeed among Schnitzler's characters are sick persons, whether physi-

cally or mentally .... This scarcity of patients is all the more re-

markable because of the multiplicity of physicians This 

opposition to normal expectations is also found in Chekhov's works. 

A fourth link between these two authors is their place in the 

literary world of that time. Schnitzler and Chekhov were active writers 

of the fin-de-si~cle, which places them side by side with Hauptmann and 

Hofmannsthal, Tolstoi and Gorkii, to name a few. But it is Schnitzler's 

and Chekhov's way of dealing with social decay that distinguishes them 

from these other writers. At a time when the naturalists concerned 

themselves with topics such as hereditary defects, criminals and 

alcoholics as "heroes," and social upheaval Schnitzler portrayed the 

decline of cosmopolitan Vienna; his criticism was not directed at 

I 



society in general but rather at specific elements in human nature. 

This concern with human values was shared by Chekhov who was 

aware of human suffering and despair; yet unlike his contemporaries 

Tolstoi and Gorkii, he was able to detach himself from the events 

around him and to respond objectively to his fellow men in moments of 

crisis and pain. 

2 

Both Schnitzler and Chekhov were portraying the interrelation of 

mind and body--here we recognize the physician in the writer--and they 

depicted man's inner conflicts and struggles in the way that we our

selves would perceive them in real life, without resorting to larger, 

symbolic meanings. The result of this is that even nowadays readers 

and play-goers are able to relate easily to both authors' works. 

In the following study I will examine how Schnitzler and Chekhov 

perceived the life of the doctor with all his struggles, and in what 

way their own practicing of medicine was connected to their portrayals. 

I will first report on previous research on the doctor figure in 

Schnitzler's and Chekhov's works and then show what the critics have 

overlooked, and how I intend to expand their ideas. Since Schnitzler's 

and Chekhov's medical professions played an important role in their 

literary careers, Chapter II will give an overall view of both authors' 

attitude toward medicine, connecting it with the history of medicine 

in Austria and Russia at the turn of the century, and giving an outline 

of Schnitzler's and Chekhov's medical backgrounds. In the next three 

chapters, which form the body of this study, I will concentrate in 

detail on the characterization of the physician in both authors' works. 

I will discuss the two main types and their respective qualities in 
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Chapters III and IV; in Chapter V I will analyze certain problematics 

of the doctor figure in Schnitzler and Chekhov. One of these special 

difficulties is the absence of the doctor figure in Chekhov's last play 

The Cherry Orchard. Another is the recurring theme of the physician

poet polarity in Schnitzler. This is based on the author's personal 

dilemma: his inner conflict concerning the question of giving up medicine 

for his literary career. Since Chekhov saw no difficulty in pursuing 

both his medical and literary careers, the physician-poet polarity does 

not appear. 

Taking all the above mentioned points into consideration, I 

will conclude this study with a summary of the function of the doctor 

figure in both authors' writings. I will also reflect on the psychology 

of the author as revealed through the doctor figure. 



INTRODUCTION 

NOTES 

1Maria Pospischi1 Alter, The Concept of the Physician in the 
Writings of Hans Carossa and Arthur Schnitzler (Berne: Herbert Lang, 
1971), p. 19. 

2 v . 
. Gabriele Se1ge, Anton Cechovs Menschenbl1d: Materialien zu 

einer PoeUschen Anthropologie (Munich; Fink, 1970), p. 9. 

3Maria Pospischi1 Alter, op. cit., p. 83. 
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CHAPTER I 

RESULTS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON THE DOCTOR FIGURE 

IN SCHNITZLER'S AND CHEKHOV'S WORKS 

My examination of previous research on the doctor figure in 

Schnitzler's and Chekhov's writings shows that hardly anyone has dealt 

in detail with this seemingly obvious topic. Al though a number of 

authors came to the conclusion that Schnitzler's as well as Chekhov's 

medical profession influenced their works, and that the numerous doctor 

figures in their writings bear a certain significance, most of the 

authors merely touched upon this topic. Others limited themselves to 

the character analysis of only one or a few doctor figures; a smaller 

group of critics dealt with the characterization of the doctor figure 

proper, and an even smaller group made comparisons between Schnitzler 

and Chekhov. Gerald Hopp's master's thesis l is the only work in that 

last group to which I had access. Prime examples from the research on 

Schnitzler of the broader type of analysis are Louis Nesbit,2 H. politzer,3 

and Bernhard Blume. 4 

Louis Nesbit is one of those authors who simply mention in 

passing the influence of the medical profession on Schnitzler's writings. 

In his master's thesis, Nesbit recognizes Schnitzler as an analyst and 

describes Schnitzler's wisdom as that of a practicing physician. He 

compares Schnitzler's works to a physician's diagnoses, a belief that 

is generally acknowledged. But in my opinion the occurrence of the 

5 
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doctor figure in a great number of Schnitzler's works was not influenced 

by Schnitzler's passionate devotion to his medical profession, as Nesbit 

claims. It is dangerous to assume, as Nesbit does, that Schnitzler 

wanted to emphasize the medical profession in his writings; rather, I 

would say that he was aware of the physician's characteristics, and he 

realized how a character like the physician, who has been trained to 

observe, could contribute immensely to his plays as well as to his prose 

writings. 

Similarly, Politzer does not dwell on the topic of the doctor 

figure. He demonstrates that Schnitzler's works are diagnoses made by 

the physician. Politzer does not consider the function of the physician 

to be an elevated one: 

Oem Doktor, dem Psychologen, dem WissenschaftleT 
und Moralisten kommt im Gesamtwerk Schnitzlers 
hBchstens der Platz zu, den im antiken Drama der 
Chor einnimmt: er fungiert als wissender Zeuge 
eines unerbittlich absurden Schicksals. 5 

Despite the absurd social conditions in which the physician moves, we 

do not do him justice by describing him merely as a quiet and defense·· 

less person who stands aside and absorbs everything instead of taking 

part in the action. In most cases he is an observer, yet he is also 

concerned about the well-being of the individual--and not only in the 

physical sense-- a point I would like to amplify in Chapters III and IV. 

Bernhard Blume deals primarily with Schnitzler's Weltbild. He 

emphasizes the decline of Viennese society, which is portrayed in the 

author's works. Blume recognizes correctly Schnitzler's preoccupation 

with death, the process of aging, and meaningless existences who, for 

the fear of death, attempt to escape into a world of dreams, wishes and 
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lies, to name a few. The inevitability of death robs Schnitzler's 

characters of all values of life. They cannot face reality; and the 

only character who has enough strength to do so, is the doctor figure: 

Am n~chsten am Reich des Todes angesiedelt sind 
bei Schnitzler die Xrzte .... Mit dieser nahen 
Beziehung zum Tode hMngt ihre ganze Haltung 
zusammen: ihr Lebensernst, ihre Sachlichkeit, 
ihre Klarheit,. ihr VerstMndnis, ihre NUchternheit 
und Nachsicht. Menschen wie der Arzt im "Ruf des 
Lebens", wie Bernhardi oder der alte Doktor 
Stauber im "Weg ins Freie" haben das 'AuSerste 
erreicht, was in Schnitzlers Welt dem Menschen 
an Haltung mHglich ist: weder entziehen sie sich 
dem Dasein durch die Flucht, noch sind sie ihm 
wehrlos ausgeliefert; sie halten ihm Stand, ohne 
Hoffnung, abergefaSt. 6 

Although the above-mentioned authors did not analyze Schnitzler's 

physician in detail, they are nevertheless worth reading, since they 

give important information about a few doctors' character and their 

philosophy. They realize that there is a close "human relationship 

between Schnit.zler's physicians and their pat.ients,,7; t.hat. Schnitzler 

was aware of the moral decline of society, and that he expressed his 

opinion on this situation through the doctor figure (e.g., Dr. Mauer, 

Das weite Land); and that the physician shows an understanding for the 

inner conflicts of the individual: "Ich wunder' mich nie, wenn sich 

wer umbringt, sagt der Doktor Mauer im Weiten Land. 1I8 

fu1l0ng those critics who analyze only one or a few doctor figures, 

Robert O. Weiss9 is particularly worthy of mention. Although his two 

articles do not centre on my topic, his observations about. Professor 

Bernhardi--Schnitzler's most striking character of this type--and 

Dr. Ferdinand Schmidt--the most negative figure--proved to be very use-

ful to me, as we will see in Chapt.er III and Chapter IV. 
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Of the few critics who describe the characterization of the 

d f ' , S 1 L' , 10 R' h d S h 11 d octor 19ure, I must mentlon 0 omon lptzln, lC ar pec t, an 

Maria Alter. 12 The two older works by Liptzin and Specht do not present 

a systematic categorization of the various doctor figures into groups, 

but they nevertheless lead us in that direction. Liptzin analyzes the 

various categories of physicians in connection with their work. In 

doing so, he singles out some problems of the physicians' calling--the 

conflict between science and religion, the problem of euthanasia, --and 

points out that Schnitzler's physician is usually a psychologist; he 

then gives examples of physicians who function as consoler and raisonneur. 

Aside from this aspect of the physician we do not find any further 

typing of doctors in Liptzin's work. 

In Specht's study we find three groups of physicians, although 

Specht himself does not clearly divide Schnitzler's physicians into 

categories. First, he lists the two unpleasant ("unsympathisch") types, 

Dr. Ferdinand Schmidt and Dr. Eckold (I find that Specht puts this too 

mildly, for they are calculating and cold-blooded in their relation to 

people), then some "glitige,feine, liebreiche, und seelisch taktvolle 

13 Menschenexemplare, II and finally the three main figures--Paracelsus, 

Professor Bernhardi, and Dr. Grhlsler--without demonstrating, however, 

what their function is. Specht starts to portray a number of Schnitzler's 

physicians in a clear way, but without characterizing the various doctor 

figures. 

Maria Alter differs in her approach from Liptzin and Specht in 

that she concentrates exclusively on th typology. She divides the various 

physicians into three groups, according to their functions: 
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1. the physician as hero 
2. the physician as man 
3. the physician as philosopher. 

I do not agree with Maria Alter's main grouping for the follow-

ing reason: the term "hero" does not fit Schnitzler's and Chekhov's 

central or major character. Both authors' "heroes" are ordinary human 

beings in a struggle with their principles and responsibilities. With 

lIthe physician as man," Maria Alter deals with two aspects: the 

physician and the interpersonal relationship to his patients, and the 

physician's private life--his own problems and struggles. This category 

encompasses different representatives of doctor figures, and they are 

best divided into groups according to their function and their character 

traits, which I will attempt to illustrate in my study. 

Maria Alter gives numerous examples where she also emphasizes 

the positive and negative characteristics of the doctor figures without, 

however, regarding them as special groups. The physician's profession 

is not granted much importance in Alter's study, which makes us wonder 

whether the function of the physician could be assumed by another 

character. 

"The physician as philosopher" is actually Schnitzler the man 

as expressed in his doctor figures. This section summarizes and 

illuminates what has been said about the physician's attitude towards 

his medical profession and his private life. I will deal with this 

more closely in my concluding chapter. 

In each of the above-mentioned categories Alter uses the follow-

ing subgroups: 

1. the physician as central figure 
2. the physician as major character 
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3. the physician as minor character 
4. the physician as incidental figure. 

I will not concern myself with these subdivisions because in the whole 

galaxy of physicians found in both authors' works, only a few appear 

as central figures because Schnitzler and Chekhov did not intend to idealize 

the medical profession. 

The physician as major character is much more prominent. In 

fact, most of Schnitzler's and Chekhov's doctor figures seem to appear 

in that role. Here, the emphasis is put on the physician either sharing 

his role as a "hero" with another character, or on his constant presence 

in a particular work. This category contains a number of physicians 

who have different personal traits and ambitions. Their very diversity 

makes them revealing;and I will therefore concentrate on the doctor 

figures in this category. 

The physician as minor character in Alter's third subdivision 

does not have a dominating function in the work, nor is his character 

portrayed in as detailed a way as the physician in a major role. 

Although the physician as incidental figure appears in a rather sub-

stantial number of works--especially in Chekhov's writings--he too is 

only of peripheral importance, and does not lend himself to a more 

detailed analysis. He does not contribute to the plot, nor are his 

personal traits developed; therefore these two subgroups will not be 

included in this study. 

In a later article,14 Maria Alter expands upon and simplifies 

her earlier ideas, restricting the doctor figure to three categories--

physicians in main, secondary, and minor roles--and takes a look at the 

physician in his professional and private life. The raisonneur is 
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mentioned with reservation, and "good," "weak," and "bad" physicians 

are looked at more closely. But it is not always clear where the 

dividing line is between "good" and "bad, " and I would like to address 

this difficult problem in Chapters III and IV. 

Previous Chekhov research has shown the same problems and un-

answered ques~ions concerning the doctor figure that I already encountered 

when investigating Schnitzler. Here again I found that scholarship has 

followed three different approaches, namely: 

1. a character analysis in a general way 
2. a character analysis of one or a few 

doctor figures 
3. an extensive analysis of the doctor figure. 

Most critics deal in a general way with the topic of the doctor figure 

in Chekhov's works, concentrating more on Chekhov's biography--

particularly on his medical career--than on the influence of medicine 

IS 
on his works, as can be seen in the writings of Dieter Kerner, and 

M R b " "h 16 
1" a lnovlc " 

Unfortunately, there are only a few like Daniel Gilles,l7 

Stephen Grecco,18 Alfred Rammelmeyer,l9 and William Ober20 who analyze 

selected doctor figures. Stephen Grecco,to take one example, tries to 

portray their characters in Chekhov's plays as representatives of the 

different phases in Chekhov's life. There is no doubt that there are 

significant elements from the author's life in his works--a fact on 

which I will elaborate upon in my conclusion--yet Grecco's theory about 

the physicians in Chekhov's plays representing the various phases in 

Chekhov's life is somewhat misleading. Firstly, he puts Dorn (The 

Seagull), Astrov (Uncle Vania) and Chebutykin (The Three Sisters) into 
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one category, describing them as "amiable and gregarious on the surface, 

they are revealed as cynical and loveless types, enigmatic in their 

conversation and behaviour, disdainful of the medical profession because 

it no longer provides much satisfaction while it continues to fill them 

with a crippling, oftentimes irrational, sense of guilt. ,,21 The des

cription ~f a "cynical and loveless type" fits only Chebutykin, none of 

the three figures is "disdainful or the medical profession"--Chebutykin 

is merely indifferent towards everything including medicine--and the 

"sense of guilt" that fills only Astrov and Chebutykin, stems from being 

unable to cope with life's demands--Astrov is incapable of dealing with 

the negative sides of medicine whereas Chebutykin cannot handle life in 

general. 

Secondly, Grecco describes Astrov "as an individual who has 

delimited himself into a state of near immobility, ,,22 and he states 

that Chekhov feared he was becoming a man like Astrov. In my opinion, 

it is unjust to describe Astrov as a nearly immobile individual, for 

he exhausts himself from doing medical work, and he puts a great deal 

of effort into preserving the forests. He is the only character in 

that play who is actually working. And we cannot see from Grecco's 

article whether Chekhov was actually afraid of assuming Astrov-like 

qualities, for we do not find any reference to that theory there. 

All in all, Grecco's analyses are only partly useful. 

Ober's essay on Chekhov's doctor figures is revealing inasmuch 

as it is by a pathologist who has written a number of essays on the 

interrelation of the mind and body, which is an important issue in the 

Russian writer's works. After giving a short biography of Chekhov, Ober 
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concentrates on the psychopathology of his doctor figures. He sees them 

as people who lack "self-confidence and purpose" and who are "incomplete 

23 men in an advanced state of copelessness." 

Ober's analyses are only partly useful for this study, since 

he concentrates exclusively on the negative traits of the various doctor 

figures. He describes them as being helpless, disillu~ioned and in-

competent, which applies well to Dr. Stepanovich, Dr. Ragin and Dr. 

Chebutykin, but is only partially true of Dr. Dorn and Dr. Astrov. 

Ober puts these two doctor figures in a rather negative light, whereas 

he shows sympathy for the negative character L'vov, whose role he 

misinterprets to such an extent that one wonders whether he read the 

play. He says: 

Lvov stands aghast but impotent as Ivanov 
cruelly deceives and manipulates his wife, who 
is dying of tuberculosis. Lvov has a passionate 
desire to cure humanity's ills but he cannot prevail 
against Ivanov's cupidity and lechery. 24 

25 But as Polakiewicz reminds us, in our time L'vov is considered 

a negative figure, whereas initially he was regarded as a "hero',''' which 

had surprised Chekhov: 

The producer considers Ivanov a superfluous man, 
in the manner of Turgenev; Savina asks, "Why is 
Ivanov a scoundrel?" You write, "It is necessary 
to add something that will make it clear why two 
women cling to Ivanov, and why he is a scoundrel, 
and the doctor--a great man." If the three of you 
have so understood me, it means that my Ivanov 
is no good at all. I probably must have lost my 
wits and written the reverse of what I intended. 
If Ivanov comes through in my playas a scoundrel 
or a superfluous man, and the doctor as a great 
man ... then evidently the play has not turned out 
as I wished. 26 [last italics mine] 

Of the few authors who treat the topic of the doctor figure more 
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. 1 ld' T . ~. 27 r\.J. Z~d~-l.a,28 Cal·u-.l·l·n~e-extensl ve y, I \vou.L mentlon J.. sal u8lzer, __ _ '""" u. 

Scielzo29 and Leonard Polakiewicz. The two works by Geizer and Zadera 

offer a long list of Chekhov's doctor figures, pointing out their most 

important traits but the critics refrain from giving a more detailed 

analysis and from a comparison of the different types of physicians. 

Geizer gives numerous examples of Chekhov's physicians, in most cases 

analyzing them within the framework of the play or short story in 

question. Unfortunately, he does not concern himself with the charac-

terization and the significance of the doctor figure in the various 

works. Zadera's approach is similar: he dwells upon twenty-five 

doctor figures in his two relatively short articles, which gives them 

a reference-like character. 

Caroline Scielzo' s dissertation on "The Doctor in Chekhov ' s 

Works" is refreshing. She focuses on the psychological aspects of 

medicine, the sociological circumstances as a cause of illness, and the 

doctor's role as healer or as patient; then she turns to the negative 

physician and the doctor as a hard-working figure. The author points 

out clearly but too briefly that there are different shades of negative 

figures: there is the greedy type, Startsev (Ionych), the narrow-

minded figure L'vov (Ivanov), the incompetent physician Chebutykin (The 

Three Sisters), and the weak character of Ragin (Ward No.6), to name 

but a few. But she claims the majority of Chekhov's doctor figures 

are positive, "hard-working" or "over-worked" physicians, which includes 

characters such as Dymov (The Grasshopper), Dorn (The Seagull) and 

Astrov (Uncle Vania), among others, whose main characteristic is their 

faith in medical work. Scielzo's description of the above-named doctor 
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figures is correct, although it cannot be said that the majority of 

Chekhov's physicians is positive. On the contrary, I believe that 

most of them lean towards the negative side, as can be seen from Table 

IlIon pages 49~ and ~O of this study. 

Although Scielzo's examples are clear and straightforward, she 

does not deal in depth with the selected doctor figures and the different 

aspects of medicine. 

Leonard Polakiewicz differs in his approach from Geizer, Zadera 

and Scielzo in that he systematically analyzes the various types of 

physicians and their function in Chekhov's works. His more substantial 

study provides a counterpart to Maria Alter's work on Schnitzler. 

Polakiewicz deals with Chekhov's physician in both prose and drama and, 

like Alter, he divides the different physicians into three main, but 

different, groups: 

1. the "Protesters" 
2. the "Unprofessionals" 
3. the "Idealists". 

At first glance, these categories seem to be justified, but after look-

ing carefully at the physicians Polakiewicz has put into these categories, 

we discover that some physicians do not bear the characteristics asso-

ciated with their category. For example, Dr. L'vov (Ivanov) ,whom Polakiewicz 

considers to be a "Protester," seems to me to be better characterized as 

a physician with moralizing qualities, as I will explain in Chapter IV. 

Unlike Alter, Polakiewicz is not concerned about the physician 

as major or minor character, and he does not label the physicians as 

being positive or negative. He merely mentions in passing that some of 

the physicians are quite attractive, while others are less so. On the 
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whole, however, Polakiewicz's dissertation is well organized and re

freshing to read; it gives some significant interpretive information 

about the doctor figure, which had been overlooked in previous Chekhov 

research. 

Finally, I would like to mention one comparative study on 

Schnitzler and Chekhov. In his master's thesis, "A Comparison of 

Motifs and Attitudes in the Works of Schnitzler and Chekhov," Gerald 

Hopp compares Schnitzler's and Chekhov's Weltanschauungen and some of 

the motifs in their works. He bases the parallelism on the similar 

political and economic developments in Austria and Russia, and on the 

comparable interest in the medical profession found in those two countries. 

Although Hopy's prime concern is not the analysis of the physician in 

both authors' works, he nevertheless relates the doctor figure to 

important themes--the moral decline of society, lack of comillUnication 

and the isolation of the individual, to name a few--and he devotes one 

chapter to the tlImage of the Physician." He discovers that the physi

cian occupies a special position in both authors' works because he is 

able to have a closer understanding of the human psyche than anyone 

else. He sees too that in some of Schnitzler's works this figure could 

be replaced by another member of society. I will examine Hopp's reasons 

for stating this in Chapter V below. Hopp feels that in general the 

function of Schnitzler's physician is not directly connected with his 

profession. Unfortunately, he does not draw a parallel to Chekhov's 

doctor figures, who are rarely seen as practicioners. Hopp further 

recognizes that Chekhov's characters tend to be ambiguous and that 

some of them function as raisonneur. He also remarks quite correctly 
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that some of Chekhov's later physicians have something irrational 

about them, a quality absent in Schnitzler's doctor figures. On the 

whole, Hopp offers a variety of interesting comparisons and contrasts, 

in which the contrasts prevail. It is worth noting in passing that 

Hopp fails to raise the question as to whether Schnitzler and Chekhov 

knew each other. I was unable to find any references that spoke of 

Chekhov knowing Schnitzler. The latter, however, simply mentions 

Chekhov in his diary in 1913, 1914 and 1916, without going into detail. 3D 

But in an·interview for the St. Petersburg newspaper Literaturnye 

siluety, Schnitzler 1s known to have said around 1909: 
v 

lch liebe lhren Dichter Cechov. Das ist 
einer der besten modernen Schriftsteller. 
Welche Stimmungen, welche Tiefe der Gedanken 31 
und wie edel seine Beziehung zu den Menschen. 

To summarize: the analyses by Alter, Polakiewicz and Hopp have 

yielded some interesting issues on which I would like to build. Since 

Schnitzler's and Chekhov's medical professions played an important role 

in their literary careers, I will continue by giving an overall view 

of both authors' attitude towards medicine, connecting it with the 

history of medicine in Austria and Russia at the turn of the century, 

and giving an outline of Schnitzler's and Chekhov's medical backgrounds. 

Since the majority and the most prominent of Schnitzler's and Chekhov's 

doctor figures appear in the role of a major character, I do not find 

it useful to group both authors' physicians according to their role in 

a work, which was Alter's approach. I will categorize Schnitzler's 

and Chekhov's doctor figures by tl~e, elaborating on Alter's concept 

of the "good," "weak," and "bad" physician. With this method I hope 

to give a clearer picture of the physicians' significance in an 
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individual story or play. This will be the main emphasis in Chapters 

III and IV, where I will assemble Schnitzler's and Chekhov's physicians 

according to their positive and negative qualities. 
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CHAPTER II 

SCHNITZLER'S AND CHEKHOV'S MEDICAL CAREERS 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the physician's 

function in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's works, it is important to have 

an overall view of the authors' medical careers, their attitudes towards 

medicine, and the medical conditions at that time. I will deal with 

these aspects in this chapter by presenting a chronological table ~hat 

includes the most important dates in both authors' medical careers, 

followed by a commentary. I will deal with Schnitzler's and Chekhov's 

attitudes towards medicine, and I will summarize the medical conditions 

in Austria and Russia in their times. In my conclusion, I will show 

the medical influence on Schnitzler's and Chekhov's literary career. 

For Schnitzler's medical background and his attitude towards 

medicine, I consulted his autobiography Jugend in Wien,l and his bio-

2 graphy by Renate Wagner. In Chekhov's case, I found some revealing 

information in the biographies by Ronald Hingley,3 and Sophie Lafitte,4 

as well as in the studies by Isai Geizer,S E.B. Meve,6 and John Tulloch.? 

The infoTmation about medical conditions in Austria is taken from the 

studies by Douglas Guthrie8 and Henry E. Sigerist,9 who unfortunately 

mention the medical situation in Vienna only briefly. By contrast, 

Nancy FriedenlO gives a very detailed and informative description of 

the history of medicine in Russia. 

22 
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TABLE I 

A COMPARATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF 

SCHNITZLER'S AND CHEKHOV'S MEDICAL CAREER 

Schnitzler: (1862-1931) 

1879-1885 - medical studies 

1885 - receives his medical 
degree 

1885-1888 - works in the 
General Hospital 
as an intern. 

1886-

1887-

- works in the psychi
atric section. 

works in the dermatology 
section. 

- becomes editor of the 
Internationa1e Klinische 
Rundschau. 

1888-1893 - assists his father in 
the laryngology section 
of the Poliklinik. 

1889-

- works with hypnosis. 

- writes among others an 
article, "Uber funk
tionelle Aphonie und 
deren Behandlung durch 
Hypnose und Suggestion," 
for the Internationa1e 
Klinische Rundschau. 

Chekhov: (1860-1904) 

1879-1884 - medical studies 

1884 - receives his medical 
degree 

- starts his career in 
Zvenigorod 

- starts to write a history 
of Russian medicine. 

1884-1897 - works as a zemstvo 
physician in the Mos cow 
district. 

- has a private practice 
in Moscow. 
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TABLE I (Cont' d) 

Schnitzler 

1893 - leaves the Po1iklinik 
after his father's 
death. 

- starts a private 
practice. 

1898 - his medical activities 
are on the decline. 

Chekhov 

1890 - stays on the penal 
island of Sakhalin 
for three months to 
study the social 
condi tions. 

1892-]893 - moves to Melikhovo 
in 1892. 

1897 

offers his services 
during the cholera 
epidemic. 

- gives up practicing 
medicine due to 
bad health. 

As can be seen from this table, there are surprising parallels 

between the most important dates in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's career. 

They received their medical degrees within a year of each other and 

started their medical careers in the same year. Whereas Schnitzler 

spent roughly the next eight years working in different sections of the 

General Hospital and the Poliklinik in Vienna~ Chekhov soon opened a 

private practice in Moscow .. but lived off the income of his literary 

work. 

At the time when Schnitzler e-Xperimented with hypnosis and 

explored the human psyche) Chekhov travelled to the penal island of 

Sakhalin to study the soci a1 condi tions there. Al though Chekhov di d 
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not engage in any experiments as S dLl1itzler did~ he too became a close 

observer of the human psyche, which both of them investigated as a 

major theme in their literary work. 

Th_ere was a maj or change in S chni tzler' sand Chekhov' s life in 

1893 and- 1892 respectively. In 1893 Schnitzler's father died, and 

Arthur left the Poliklinik to enter private practice. His father had 

always objected to his son's literary career, which might have been a 

reason for his indecisiveness concerning his medical and literary careers. 

It is possible that Schnitzler did not want to act against his father's 

\'lill, and that by restricting himself to private practice later~ he 

saw a chance to devote more time to his literary work. 

In 1892; Chekhov decided to leave Moscow and to move to the 

country. He was fed up with city life and needed a change. Perhaps he 

felt that his medical services were more useful in a rural area~ where 

there was a greater need for pl~sicians than in Moscow~ which was already 

well-served wi th them. In Melikhovo, Chekhov found himself busy culti

vating the land by growing \V'heat and vegetables and planting trees. 

His prime cqncern was to educate the peasants .. to show them how to make 

th_e best use of their land, to build schools for them, and to teach them 

about hygiene. Chekhov felt that by educating the rural population, 

many of their health problems would disappear. By working wi th the 

peasants .. Chekhov also established a good relationship between them 

and physicians ~ which was crucial" for many peasants were afraid to see 

a doctor until it was too late. Chekhov was very active during that 

time treating patients suffering from cholera. 
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Schnitzler never com)?letely gave up the practice of medicine, 

but by 1898 he had only a few patients left and concentrated more on 

his long literary career; he died in 1931. Chekhov, on the other hand, 

gave up practicing it about 1897, due to his bad health, and he con-

tinued to devote his energy to literature until his death in 1904. 

A. Schnitzler's and Chekhov's Attitudes Towards Medicine 

Schni tzler studied medicine in Vienna and received his medical 

degree from the university there at the age of twenty-three. Growing 

up among physicians--his father Johann Schni tzler was a well-known 

laryngologist and one of the founders of the Viennese Poliklinik--i t 

was a natural choice for him to enter the field of medicine: 

In ernsterem Sinne freilich wirkten das Vorbild 
meines Vaters, mehr noch die ganze AtmosphMre 
unseres Hauses von frllhester Jugend auf mich 
ein, und da ein anderes Studium wMhrend meiner 
Gymnasialzeit Uberhaupt nicht in Frage gekommen 
way, ergab es sich als ganz selbstverstHndlich, 
daB ich mich im Herbst 1879 an der medizinischen 
Fakuldl.t der Wiener Universi tHt immatrikulieren 
lieB. 11 

His father's influence must have been quite impressive, since Schnitzler 

decided to concentrate upon medicine without showing any great interest 

for the medical sciences: 

Eine wirkliche Begabung oder auch nur ein 
auffallendes Interesse nach der naturwissen
schaftlichen Sei te hin war bis zu diesem Moment 
keineswegs bei mir zu konstatieren gewesen. 12 

Schnitzler had no objections to his father's advice to follow in his 

footsteps. Yet, as a medical student and later as a young physician, 

he was often annoyed when his father told him repeatedly that, as the 
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son of a professor of medicine; it was much easier for him to make a 

career there than for his colleagues. Al th.ough S chni tzler was vexed by 

those conunents, he thought th.em justified inasmuch as he spent very 

little time attending lectures or on his studies, and since he only 

slowly discovered his talents in medicine: 

Die zweifellos gleichfalls vorhandenen 
lirztlichen Elemente meiner Natur aber 
kamen erst sp~ter und--so paradox das 
klingen mag-'-um so entschiedener in mir 
zur Entwicklung, je mehr ich mich dem 
Bereich ~rztlicher Verpflichtungen und 
Verantwortungen entrW~kt fllillen durfte. 13 

His attitude towards medicine continued to be insecure and 

uncertain; at times he felt repelled by it, and at other times he was 

inunensely attracted to it. He preferred internal medicine to surgery, 

for which he felt a certain inhibition and reluctance, and which he 

thought to be in conflict with his hypochondriac tendencies. His only 

real interest in medicine was for nervous and mental disorders. Even 

shortly before his final examinations he was hesitant about his future 

medi,cal career: 

... ich habe das entschiedene GefUhl, daB ich, 
abgesehen von dem wahrscheinlichen materiellen 
Vorteil, ethisch einen Bl8dsinn begangen habe, 
indem ich Medizin studierte. Nun gehHre ich 
unter die Menge. Kommt dazu noch erstens meine 
Faulheit, als zweiter und wohl noch ~rgerer 
Nachteil die schhlndliche Hypochondrie, in die 
mich dies jmnerliche Studium, jllmmerlich in 
Beziehung auf das, wo es hinweist und was es 
zeigt~ gebracht hat. 14 

At this early stage, he already wondered whether it would be better 

to devote all his time to literary \vork; 

Ich weiB es noch nicht ... ob in mir ein 
\vahres Talent fUr die Kunst steckt, daB 



iclL abel' mit allen Fasern meines Lebens> meines 
MJhel'en Denkens dahin gl'avitiel'e, daB ich etwas 
wie Heimweh nach jenem Gebiet empfinde, das 
fUll 1 , im deutlich und lLab t es nie deutlichel' 
ge filll 1 t als jetzt, da ich bis libel' den Hals in 
der Medizin_stecke. Ob ich elastisch genug bin, 
wiedel' aufzuschnellen libel' kurz odel' lang? 15 
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As a young physician, he fulfilled all his duties but he nevel' 

spent time cal'l'ying out scientific l'eseal'ch. Nol' could he l'ealize his 

talents in anyone medical discipline, neither in psychiatl'Y, dermatology, 

lal'yngology, nol' in medical journalism. Then he started to work with 

hypnosis which" stimulated by Charcot, was an exciting new field of 

study at that time. Schnitzlel' had some notable success in cul'ing his 

patients wi tlL this metlLod; he began experimenting in other ways with 

hypnosis, but wlLen his patients stal'ted to get physical problems, he 

16 restricted his use of it to medical purposes only. 

AltlLough Schnitzler lacked the necessary interest in the medical 

dis ciplines in which he worked, lLe was able to expand the physician's 

pl'ofession "ins Weltanschaulich-Hwnanistische, ,,17 of which his literary 

\iork is the best example. 

By contl'ast ... we do not know why Chekhov decided to study medi-

cine. He came from a 10lier _middle class family: his fathel' was a 

grocer, and his ancestors wel'e serfs until Anton Chekhov's grandfather 

bought freedom for himself and his family. It was, however, easier for 

someone of his class to pul'sue these studies, since at that time medicine 

was considered a socially unacceptable career by the nobili ty. Whether 

it was a dl'eam he had clLerished £l'om his. early childhood on, whether he 

wanted to fulfill his mother I swish, 18 or whether he thought that as a 

physician he would be in a better position to support his parents and 
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his bl'othel's and sisters;, we do not know. But he must have been 

serious in his intent, for the study of medicine, particularly in the 

Russia of .his time, involved hard work and real devotion. 

Li tt1e is known about his medical studies except that he 

attended lectures with regulari ty--in contrast to Schni tz1er--and that 

he did not specialize in one particular field. Chekhov received his 

medical degree from the University of Moscow in 1884, and began his 

medical career at a zemstvo hospital in Zvenigorod. He turned down a 

permanent position in that town, but he agreed to work there during the 

absence of one of the regular doctors. He applied for a position in 

Mos cow at a children's hospi tal, but without success. He then opened a 

private practice in Moscow, but most of his patients were personal 

friends, whom he never asked to pay their medical fees. And so his 

li terary career supplied his income. But Chekhov did not devote himself 

solely either to his literary or to his medical career at that time. 

He found a compromise, and began a study of the history of Russian 

medicine in the form of a treatise which was never completed; in 1893 

he finished a work on the social conditions on the penal island of 

Sakhalin, which he had visited in 1890. The Island: A Journey to 

Sakhalin is a social and medical study of penology. While it is not 

considered to be one of Chekhov's greater works, critics such as Joanne 

Trautmann believe th.at Chekhov t s motive for the journey and his reportage 

provide revealing information about Chekhov the man: 

Sakhalin was ... a culmination of years of 
writing about freedom and its loss, a theme that 
had its original inspiration in the facts of 
Chekhov's childhood.... With his imagination 



th.is man, free now as' lLe thinks: relives over 
and over in his fiction the time of bondage. 19 
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Chekhov made use of the.knowledge he had as a vhysicia,n fq" huma.ni

tarian purposes, and we will observe how he expanded that material later 

on in his works. Here, we can draw a clear parallel to Schnitzler, and 

Renate Wagner's thoughts about Schnitzler using his knowledge of 

medicine in the literary field can be applied to Chekhov without any 

reservations. Like Schnitzler, and any other practicing physician, 

Chekhov had a close contact with his patients from all levels of society, 

with their suffering and illnesses, and he had a penetrating view of 

the human psyche, which was of a great value for him as a wri ter. Chekhov 

was particularly interested in psychiatry,20 which is reflected in his 

literary works describing numerous mentally disturbed characters and 

psychopath.s (Ward No.6, The Black Monk, A Nervous Breakdown). His 

concern for medicine, as portrayed in his literary wri tings, led him to 

analyze the influence of a physical illness on the patient's psyche, 

and to see how that in turn affected the progress of that illness. 21 

Chekhov1s attitude towards medicine was formed by his rational 

view of life, as we can see in his literary works. Ronald Hingley puts 

it this \vay: 

Of all the major Russian writers he was the 
one ... who most consistently considered 
problems in the context of available evidence; 
who refused to leap to conclusions based on 
co~bined instinct and ignorance .... This 
natural bias was confirmed and supported by 
his medical theory and practice. 22 

Chekhov himself made a statement on his attitude towards medicine which 

has often been quoted as proof of his true feelings on the subject: 



Medical study has exercised a serious influence 
on my literary activity. It has considerably 
widened the area of my observations. It has 
enriched me with knowledge of which the true 
value to me, as a writer, can be appreciated 
only by another doctor. It has also helped to 
guide me in the right direction, and it is 
probably thanks to my medical knowledge that I 
have avoided many mistakes. Familiarity with the 
natural sciences and with scientific method has 
always kept me alert, and I have tried wherever 
possible to take scientific data into account; and 
where that has not been possible I have preferred 
not to write at-aIt. 23 

Although Chekhov received little satisfaction, and even less 
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income, from his medical practice .. he considered medicine to be his 

main career and continued to practice it. Unlike Schnitzler, there was 

no inner conflict about his true calling, no searching for his true 

talent. Occasionally he wrote in his letters that he had had enough 

of the long, hard working hours of a physician, and that he would like 

to give up medicine altogether; but those were just complaints of an 

overworked physician, and he continued to practice despite those reserva-

tions. As long as his medical services were needed, he devoted all his 

time, energy, and money to that calling, and his literary activities 

were often temporarily laid aside, for example, during the cholera 

epidemics in 1892 and 1893. 

In the early l890s, Chekhov began to feel an increasing urge to 

move to the country--which he eventually did in l892--and to practice 

medicine there. His desire to serve the peasants was probably based 

on the great need for physicians in the rural areas at that time. 

Chekhov realized that many illnesses were based on the peasants' 

ignorance. In order to cure them, he started his work at the root of 

the evil by building schools for them, mostly financing them himself. 
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Once again, Chekhov treated people without asking to be paid for his 

efforts, and when the cholera epidemics broke out in 1892 and 1893, he 

had a survey made of his medical district, taking responsibility for 

sanitary improvements and other precautions while again refusing 

remuneration. 

From all this we can see that there is a significant difference 

in attitude between Schnitzler and Chekhov toward their medical careers. 

It seems that Schnitzler, who grew up and lived in a family of physicians, 

merely accepted his future as one, which was always held against him by 

his father, his brother and his brother-in-law, who were all hard-working 

doctors. It seems that Schnitzler preferred to use his knowledge of 

medicine in the literary field rather than in the medical: 

Aber zeit seines Lebens wird Schnitzler alles, 
was er als Arzt WeiS, lieber als Dichter 
niederlegen ... --woraus klar wird, warum sich 
vor allem unter seinen Prosaarbeiten so viele 
ausgesprochene 'Krankengeschichten' finden. 24 

Schnitzler spent most of his life trying to find himself. Was he a 

physician or a writer? Although he was not able to discover his real 

talent in medicine, he could not decide whether to give up one career 

for the other, even when he became famous as a writer and when his 

careers became incompatible. Schnitzler deals repeatedly with this, 

his personal problem, in his literary writings. In the end, his 

literary career predominated. Although Schnitzler never gave up his 

medical career completely, by the year 1898 he only had a small private 

practice, and devoted almost all of his time to his literary interests 

and chronicling the times in his diaries which are now being published. 

Chekhov, on the other hand, showed a true interest in medicine 
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and the general well-being of mankind. He believed in his medical 

work and was enormously attached to zemstvo medicine (this term will 

be explained below), which was based on extensive practical experience, 

h h d 'b ' d 'I 2S as Jo n Tulloc escr1 es 1n etal. 

Both Schnitzler's and Chekhov's medical profession brought 

them into close personal contact with their patients, a fact which con-

fronted them with more suffering and gave them a better understanding 

of the human psyche than another writer might have experienced who was 

not a doctor. It is crucial to see how both Chekhov's and Schnitzler's 

rational and critical view of life became clouded when it concerned 

their own health. Schnitzler paid little attention to a swelling of 

one of his lymph glands that kept getting worse; and Chekhov went even 

further in ignoring his symptoms of tuberculosis.
26 

B. The History of Medicine in Austria and Russia 

at the Turn of the Century 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the physician's 

function in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's works, it is important to have 

an overall view of the medical conditions at that time, especially 

since the Austrian and Russian health services were subject to different 

conditions, which led in part to contrasting depictions of physicians 

in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's works. 

In Russia, the medical profession, controlled by the state, was 

grossly underpaid and not highly prestigious, whereas in Austria it was 

a very respectable profession whose members belonged to the social 

elite. In addition, the Austrian health service was relatively 
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independent of state control, which enabled the physicians to enjoy a 

certain freedom. That was particularly true for Vienna, the Western 

centre of medicine at the time, one which had a significant influence 

on other European countries. No European physician's education was 

considered complete unless he had spent some time studying in that city. 

During the l840s, the Viennese school of Medicine had begun to 

flourish; it overtook the School of Paris, which earlier had furthered 

the work of the Old Viennese School of Medicine. In the second half of 

the nineteenth century and at the turn of the century, the status of 

pathological anatomy was enormous; it had become an independent disci

pline at the Viennese General Hospital. It was an age of progress in 

bacteriology, anasthesia, and antiseptics, in dermatology and laryngology. 

The development of laryngology attracted numerous patients, especially 

fronl among singers and actors. 

To cite an example of these progressive developments: one of 

the innovations in Vienna was the emergence of the Poliklinik, which 

had been founded in 1872 by twelve young professors of medicine, who 

wanted to practice totally free of direction from the state. One of 

those founders was Arthur's father, Johann Schnitzler, and Arthur himself 

was to enter the Poliklinik 16 years later. Many medical practitioners 

protested against this institution for fear of losing a great number 

of wealthy patients. But an official examination of the institute 

showed that there was absolutely no reason to protest, after which the 

Poliklinik continued to flourish. 

Influenced by the medical school in Paris, scientists were also 

showing an interest in psychoanalysis and hypnosis, which became of 



great interest to Schnitzler. But although the late nineteenth 

century was distinguished by great medical achievements, the Viennese 

medical students were often rather indifferent to many of these accom-

plishments, as Carl Wunderlich reports: 

Apart from a few exceptions, we note everYl'lhere 
in Vienna a phlegmatic coldness, a dull school
boy-like acceptance, a clinging to the letter 
and a forgetfulness of the spirit, a trust in the 
traditional. Especially disagreeable in this respect 
is the impression produced by the lukewarmness of the 
assistant physician at the hospitals. 27 
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Meanwhile, in Russia the medical situation was quite different; 

Nancy Frieden gives a very detailed description of the state of affairs. 

Approximately three quarters of Russian physicians worked in the public 

sector, in a relatively low social position and with a fixed annual 

salary, since only very few Russians were in a position to afford 

medical expenses. Only the minority of physicians had a private 

practice but they, with the exception of a few urban physicians who had 

a rather substantial income, would have preferred a position with a 

fixed salary. This group included Jews and foreigners who were not 

entitled to a position in the public sector. 

Between 1856 and 1890, the medical profession in Russia underwent 

great changes. Medical doctors showed an increasing interest in the 

public health service--the number of physicians doubled--and with rising 

industrialization as well as with the developments in medicine, the 

physician's responsibility began to grow. The profession was still 

linked to the nation's traditions and institutions, yet the physicians 

had their doubts about the role of the state in the necessary reformation 

of medicine. Since most doctors were needed in the public service, and 



since they were not ready for professional development along Western 

models, they emphasized social activism. In doing so, however, they 

gradually restricted their career and medical knowledge. 
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Industrialization did not only bring significant developments 

in Russia but unfortunately epidemics as well. Hundreds of thousands 

of Russians became victims including numerous physicians who were 

obligated to offer their services dUring such emergencies. In the cities, 

rapidly growing industrialization was a major cause of health problems, 

especially in factories, where contagious diseases were able to spread 

very quickly. 

In the face of these hardships, in the 1980s and l880s, Russian 

physicians sought new ways to claim their rights and to assert their 

authority. This led to a major innovation: the emergence of zemstvo 

medicine, a health service provided by local governments that was 

restricted to rural areas. Zemstvo medicine served as the basis for 

physicians' professional development. The Russian practitioner was 

influenced on the one hand by the new social activism that determined 

his professional role, and on the other by the Western medicine that 

served as the basis for their rising professional consciousness. 

Physicians who belonged to this institution were in most cases younger 

than their colleagues in other positions, since zemstvo medicine provided 

a good starting point for those starting out. Most of them would have 

preferred to lecture on medicine or to work in a hospital, but there 

were only few positions of that kind available. 

As zemstvo medicine gained respect, its adherents became idealized 

by the population. Some of them might have been ideologically motivated 
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to work with the common folk, but whatever their initial reason was for 

working in rural areas, most of them blended in with the rural popula

tion and assumed a humble life style. It was, however, a difficult 

task. The majority of the zemstvo physicians were overworked, since in 

rural areas the doctor-patient ratio was 1:33,000 and the physician had 

to fight against epidemics of cholera, chicken pox, diphtheria and typhus. 

Whenever epidemics broke out in the densely populated Western countries, 

they were soon under control, whereas in a huge country like Russia it 

was an uphill struggle to bring these catastrophes to an end. The causes 

of these plagues could largely be found in the poverty, inadequate nourish

ment, ignorance, superstition and the poor living and working conditions 

among the rural population. In addition, physicians had to deal with 

alcoholism, infant mortality, tuberculosis and syphilis. Zemstvo 

physicians were considered to be modest people, whose prime concern was 

the population's well-being rather than material gain; they made an effort 

to improve both socio-economic and sanitary conditions in rural areas; 

they strove to overcome the peasants' fear and distrust; they were 

willing to move to remote villages in order to treat the rural population 

in local clinics, since the peasants were afraid of large hospitals. 

Such professional dedication led to an increased recognition of the 

medical profession and a certain independence from the state at the turn 

of the century when, in 1905, the government threatened to dismantle 

the structure of zemstvo medicine and to submit the health service to 

administrative control. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

Russian physician felt that the great advancements in the field of medicine 

entitled him to be respected, which gradually led to his gaining prestige 
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as a scientist and social reformer, a goal that his Austrian counter-

part had already reached some time ago. All these socia-economic factors-

together with Schnitzler's and Chekhov's medical career and their 

attitude towards medicine--are reflected in both authors' literary 

writings, as we will see when discussing the individual works. 

Schnit~ler and Chekhov became interested in the world of the 

theatre at an early age. Schnitzler was influenced by the artistic 

atmosphere that surrounded him--many of his father's friends and patients 

were actors and singers--whereas Chekhov discovered literature and the 

stage on his own, just as he developed an interest for medicine without 

anyone's influence. 

We have seen that the difference between the most important 

dates in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's medical careers is rather insignifi

cant. The same can be said for the dates concerning their literary 

careers, which began in 1880, shortly after they entered medical school. 

Schnitzler, whose father was not much in favour of his son being a writer, 

becomes an established one in the l890s--and especially after his father's 

death in l893--whereas Chekhov was a national celebrity already by the 

late l880s and early l890s. 

Despite the hardships that accompanied their literary career--

some of their works being misunderstood, others rej ected for performanc~ .. _-

Schnitzler and Chekhov combined literature and medicine by portraying 

medical themes in their works. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE MAINLY POSITIVE DOCTOR FIGURES 

The next three chapters form the body of this study, where I 

will concentrate on the characterization and the problematics of the 

doctor figure in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's works. I will present the 

various doctor figures on a scale from the most positive to the most 

negative character. The former is positive because he diagnoses an 

illness--be it that of an individual or of society--and then attempts 

to cure the patient. On the other hand, the negative type of doctor 

appears with the emphasis on his private life, which prevents him from 

concentrating on the well-being of his patients. His only concerns are 

a desire for social recognition, monetary gain or satisfying selfish 

demands. 

On the top of the scale I would place the revolutionary type 

of doctor, for he comes closest to the image of the "ideal" physician. 

His main concern is to ensure the patient's well-being at any cost. 

The average or good type has the same interests at heart that the 

revolutionary has. But the average doctor does not happen to get 

himself into conflict with society by placing the well-being of his 

patients above everything else. The physician who is confronted with 

people's personal problems rather than with "real" patients which 

differentiates him from the revolutionary and the average type and 
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who appears first and foremost as a" friend, confidant and consoler, 

whose function it is to guide people with his advice, is labeled as 

1 raisonneur by a number of critics, Maria Alter among them. 

In both authors' works there are clearly two types of the 

raisonneur figure, namely the detached type and the involved type. 
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I will illustrate below how these types differ from the true raisonneur. 

Although he is in close contact with his patients and their 

problems, the true raisonneur simply gives an opinion without involving 

himself directly with the people or events at hand. We are reminded 

2 
of Politzer's idea of Schnitzler's physician as the Greek chorus 

which corresponds to Schnitzler's own definition of the raisonneur: 

Der R~soneur tritt im Verlaufe der weiteren 
Handlung nur gelegentlich nach vorwE/.rts,wenn 
er etwas zu reden hat. 1m Ubrigen bleibt er 
von den VorgMngen vollkommen unberUhrt. Er 
kUmmert sich um niemanden, und die andern 
kUmmern sich nicht um ihn. 3 

This would be the classic example of the raisonneur, but since both 

Schnitzler's and Chekhov's doctor figures are mixed types--which is 

indicated by my chapter titles of mainly positive and mainly negative 

characters--we will find different shades of raisonneur. Some of them 

give their advice without becoming too involved in a patient's 

situation, yet they form such a close relationship with the person in 

question that they do not fit the classic description of a raisonneur. 

It is true, however, that the other characters do not show any great 

interest in him. I will, therefore, refer to this first group of 

physicians as the detached type of raisonneur. 

The second group includes physicians who attempt to detach 
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themselves from people and situations, but who become affected by the 

events at hand to such a degree that it exerts a strain on their private 

life. This particular type of raisonneur, which I will call the 

involved type, appears in both Schnitzler's and Chekhov's writings. 

Turning to the negative types, we notice that there is only a 

small step from this particular type to the weak doctor figure. The 

inability of the weak type to deal with his 01~ inner conflicts is 

emphasized to such an extent, that he becomes unable to help others or 

himself. The weak type is still in contact with the science of medicine, 

and therefore he suffers defeat only on a personal level, whereas the 

failed type experiences defeat on both the personal and the professional 

levels. He becomes disillusioned with his whole life, and gradually 

falls into a state of apathy. Although this type portrays the deteriora

tion of all human values--which makes him appear as a useless human 

being--I do not consider this type, but rather the moralizer, to be 

the most negative figure. The failed one might not contribute to the 

well-being of a patient, but he does not inflict harm on him as the 

moralizer does. The moralizer, who lacks the psychological knowledge 

of medicine or who misuses it in such a way that he inflicts pain on 

another person or drives him to suicide, is certainly more negative than 

a physician who leads a vegetating life. 

Since there is a rather substantial number of doctor figures 

in both authors' works, I will discuss only a selection of the most 

prominent ones in each of my categories. 

The following charts present a schematic guide to the figures 

analyzed in the remaining chapters. They are designed to help the 
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reader understand the characterization of the doctor figure in 

Schnitzler's and Chekhov's writings. The first table presents a 

selection of both authors' physicians and the work in which they 

appear, in chronological order. The second table contains the different 

types of doctors and their main representatives. And the third table 

gives a selection of both authors' physicians by type. 

TABLE II 

A Selection of Schnitzler's and Chekhov's Doctor Figures 

Schnitzler 

The doctor is unnamed 
Mein .Freund Ypsi1on, 1889 
(story) 

Alfred 
Sterben, 1892 (story) 

Dr. Wellner 
Freiwi1d, 1896 (play) 

Paracelsus 
Parace1sus, 1897 (play) 

Dr. Copus 
Parace1sus, 1897 (play) 

Dr. Schmidt 
Das Verm~chtnis, 1897 
(play) 

Chekhov 

Dr. Triletskii 
P1atonov 
(P1atonov, 1880-81; play) 

Dr. Ovchinnikov 
Hydrophobia 4 
(Vodoboiazn/Vo1k /, 1886; 
story) 

The doctor is unnamed 
The Examining Magistrate 
(Sledovate1', 1887; story) 

Dr. Tsvetkov 
Doctor 
(Doktor, 1887; story) 

Dr. Kirilov 
Enemies 
(Vragi, 1887; story) 



TABLE II (Cont I d) 

Schnitzler Chekhov 

Dr. 
Die 

" Halmschloger. 
letztert Masken, 

1900-01 
(play) 

Dr. Reumann 
Der einsani.e W"eg, 1903 

(play) 

Dr. Schindler 
Der Ruf des Lebens, 

1905 (play) 

Dr. Stauber 
Der Weg ins Freie, 

1905-07 
(novel) 

The doctor is unnamed 
Der Tod des Junggesellen, 

1907 
(play) 

Dr. Assalagny 
Der junge Medardus, 1910 

(play) 

B"d O Dr. u lnger 
Der junge Medardus, 1910 

(play) 

Dr. Mauer 
Das weite Land, 1911 

(play) 

Professor Bernhardi 
Professor Bernhardi, 1912 

(play) 

Dr. Llvov 
. Ivanov 
(Ivanov, 1887-89; play) 

Dr. Stepanovich 
A Boring Story 
(Skuchnaia istoriia, 1889; 
story) 

Dr. Khrushchov 
The Wood-Demon 
(Leshi~, 1889-90; play) 

Dr. Ragin 
Ward No.6 
(Palata No.6, 1892; story) 

Dr. Dymov 
The Butterfly 
(Poprygunia, 1892; story) 

Dr. Evgrafych 
The Helpmate 
(Supruga, 1895; story) 

Dr. Darn 
The Seagull 
(Chaika, 1896; play) 

Dr. Astrov 
Uncle Vania 
(Diadia Vania, 1897; play) 

Dr. Korolev 
A Doctor's Visit 
(Sluchai.iz praktiki, 1898; 
story) 
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TABLE II [Cont I d} 

Schriitzler 

Dr. Eckold 
Stunde des Erkennens, 

1915 
(play) 

Prof. Dr. Ormin 
Stunde des Erkennens, 

1915 

Dr. 
Dr. 

(play) 

Grlisler ,-
Grasler, Badearzt, 

1917 
(novel) 

Dr. VOllbringer 
Der letzte Brief eines 
Literaten, 1917 (stori 
(first published in 1932) 

Regimentsarzt Tugut 
Spiel im Morgengrauen, 

1926 
(play) 

Otto 
Flucht in die Finsternis, 

1931 
(novel) 

Dr. Leinbach 
Flucht in die Finsternis, 

1931 
(novel) 

Chekhov 

Dr. Startsev 
Ionych 
(Ionych, 1898; story) 

Dr. Chebutykin 
Three Sisters 
(Tri Sestry, 1900-01; 
play) 
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TABLE ITI 

Types of Doctor Figures and Their Main Representatives 

Mainly Positive Doctor Figures 

1. The Revolutionary 
Type 

2. The Average Type 

3. The Raisonneur 

a. The Detached 
Type 

b. The Involved 
Type 

Mainly Negative Doctor 

l. The Weak Type 

2. The Failed Type 

3. The Moralizer 

Schnitzler 

Bernhardi 
(1912) 

II 
Halmschloger 
(1900-01) 

Stauber 
(1905 . 

Reumann 
(1903) 

Figures 

Schnitzler 

Grlisler 
(1917) 

Schmidt 
(1897) 

Chekhov 

Ovchinnikov 
(1886) 

Dorn 
(1896) 

Astrov 
(1897) 

Chekhov 

Stepanovich 
(1889) 

Startsev 
(1898) 

L'vov 
(1887-89) 
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TABLE IV 

Doctor Figures Listed by Type 

Mainly Positive Doctor Figures 

Schnitzler Chekhov 

1. The Revolutionary Parace1sus 
Type (1897) 

Bernhardi 
(1912) 

2. The Average Type Alfred Ovchinnikov 
(1892) (1886) 

" Ha1msch1oger 
(1900-01) 

Ormin 
(1915) 

Leinbaoh 
(1931) 

3. The Raisonneur 

a. The Detached Wellner The doctor is 
Type (1896) unnamed 

(The Examining 
Schindler Magistrate) 
(1905) (1887) 

Stauber Dorn 
(1 anC:_07, 
\,...I..-'V_ VI) (1896) 

The doctor is Koro1ev 
unnamed (Der Tod (1848) 
des Junggese11en)* 
(1907) 

Assa1agny 
(1910) 

Tugut 
(l926) 



3. The' Rais6mi.eur (Cont' d) 

b. The Involved 
Type 

Mainly Negative Doctor Figures 

1. The Weak Type 

2. The Failed Type 

3. The Moralizer 

TABLE IV (Cont' d) 

Schnitzler 

Reumq.nn 
(1903) 

Mauer 
(1911) 

Schnitzler 

Copus 
(1897) 

B"d' u lnger 
(1910) 

Gras1er 
(1917) 

Otto 
(1931) 

Sc1unidt (1897) 

Ecko1d (1915) 

* This doctor figure will be discussed in Chapter V. 

Chekhov 

Khrushchov 
(1889-90) 

Astrov 
(1897) 

Chekhov 

Stepanovich 
(1889) 

Dymov 
(1892) 

Evgrafych 
(1895) 

Triletskii 
(1880-81) 

Ragin 
(1892) 

Startsev 
(1898) 

Chebutykin 
(1900-01) 
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Kirilov (1887) 

Tsvetkov (1887) 

L'vov (1887-89) 

Certain works by Schnitzler contain a mainly positive doctor figure 
as well as a mainly negative doctor figure. In some of these cases 
the mainly positive doctor figure appears in Chapter IV rather than 
in Chapter III, in order to emphasize certain traits of the mainly 
negative doctor figure. 
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ScImitzler's and Chekhovts mainly positive doctor figure serves 

to reveal the various lldiseases" of society, such as the decline of 

morali ty, problems of human relations, the conflicts between the 

individual and society ~ and the conflicts within the individual himself. 

He observes his fellow men closely and disagnoses their actions in 

connection with their inner life. He is primarily concerned about his 

patients' psychological well-being. Therefore, he shows a particular 

interest in their intimate life. The problems that he encounters are: 

1. inner conflicts that might lead to physical 
illness, moral decline or death; 

2. the physician t s attempt to hide the patient's 
physical condition from him in order to ensure 
the patient's psychological well-being; 

3. the physician1s intense involvement in his 
patient's life, which becomes a strain on 
his own. 

1. The Revolutionary Type of Doctor 

The revolutionary type is an active and ethically strong 

character who comes closest to the "ideal" type of a physician. He 

fulfills his medical duties without regard to the rules of society, 

which brings him into conflict wi th the authorities. 

Th.e main representative of th.e revolutionary type in S chni tzler' s 

works is Professor Bernhardi, the head of a clinic, who also happens to 

be a Jew, and who refuses to allow a priest to administer the last rites 

to a dying girl who is not aware of her condition. Professor Bernhardi 

believes it is his duty to allow his patient to die in peace. He is 
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SfLOwn as a noble figure, a practicing physician whose main concern it 

is to care for his patients t well-being, even if that concern leads 

to a serious confrontation with society, for which he will have to 

bear th~e consequences. 

Bernhardi .... Und ieh kann nur wieder
holen, da(3 ich Ihnen als Arzt, dem das 
Wohl seiner Kranken his zur letzten S tun de 
anvertraut bleibt" das iJbers chrei ten dieser 
Schwelle leider verbieten muS. 5 

For Bernhardi it is a matter of fulfilling his medical duties; for 

everyone else it is a political issue. The fact that he places his 

patient above his personal interests causes him to appear as a physi-

cian with idealistic tendencies, yet he does not fight for a specific 

issue. He merely- does what he feels is right in that particular 

instance: 

Sie vergessen nur das eine, lieber Herr 
Hofrat, wie die meisten Hbrigen Leute, daS 
ich ja nicht im entferntesten daran gedacht 
habe, irgendeine Frage 19sen zu wollen. Ich 
habe einfach in einem ganz speziellen Fall 
getan, was ich fUr das Richtige hieIt. 6 

After coming out of prison he rejects any recognition or glorification 

of his person" He does not feel any kind of solidari ty with any party. 

This is a clear reflection of SCh.Ilitzler's own opinion: "lell f{LLlle 

mich mit niematideni sQlidarisch, weil er zuf~llig derselben Nation, 

demselben Stand, derselben Rasse, derselben Familie angehort wie ich. ,,7 

All that interests him is to continue fulfilling his duties as a 

physician. 

Paracelsus is another of Schnitzler's revolutionary doctor 

figures'. paracelsus, a historical J?lay in verse that takes place in 

the sixteenth century, deals with, problems of the human psyche and 
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the uncovering of those problems thxQugh hY',Pnosis. Paracelsus is a 

controversial character. lIe is' well aware that he is superior to the 

physicians that surround him, which makes him appear rather arrogant 

at times, especially when he ridicules all physicians and their medi-

cinal powders; 

Die Arzneien~ die ihm Kranke brachten, 
Die Tr~nke gie6t ei auf den Boden hin, 
Die Flaschen schleudert er davon ins Weite 
Dnd bl~st die Pulver einfach in die Luft 
Dnd schreit dazu: Was einst Hippokrates 
Und meh.r als das ~ bin ich, bin Paracelsus! 
Dnd Eure Arzte sind beschr~kte Tr~pfe! 8 

Paracelsus shouts these words because it seems to be his firm belief 

that many physical illnesses result from a disorder of the mind, that 

a physician should be aware of this fact, and that he should be ab Ie 

to cure not only- the body but the soul as well. 

l?aracelsus realizes that by means of his hypnotic powers Ji.e is 

able to manipulate people: 

So viel vermag ich! 
Wer vermag so viel? 
Ich kann das Schicksal sein, 
wennl,s mir beliebt! 9 

And when Cyprian" who does not realize in what kind of si tuation he 

will get involved~ insists, Paracelsus gives a sample of his hypnotic 

powers. He makes Cyprian I s wife Justina believe that she has had an 

affair with a young squire. Paracelsus' motives for doing this are 

rath.er personal. Many years ago he was in love with Justina, but she 

was given in marriage to Cyprian, who takes her for granted and who 

fails to see that a person is a comple.x human being with wishes and 

dreams. Paracelsus feels angry and intends to put an end to Cyprian's 



arrogance: 

Verschwendet seh' ich zuviel Lieblichkeit 
An eine satte Frechheit, die sich brUstet. 
Das ist ein Unrecht wider die Natur-- 10 
Und ich versuch's zu bessern, wie es geht. 

Not only does Paracelsus leave Justina in her delusion, but he also 

goes so far as to doubt that Justina was saying things merely under 

the influence of hypnosis: 

" Und wenn es doc h die Wahrheit ware, 
Die ich nur aufgerUttelt ihr im Herzen? 

Wer gibt uns jemals an, 
Ob dies, wovon sie trliumt, 
nicht auch erlebt ward? 11 

S4 

Paracelsus goes even farther in his experiment. He lets Justina forget 

her illusion and tells her, while she is under the influence of hypnosis, 

to let her subconscious speak for the rest of the day. That whole ex-

periment leads to Cyprian's confusion, who no longer knows whether all 

this was serious or merely a game, to which Paracelsus replies: 

Es war ein Spiel! Was sollt' es anders sein? 
Was ist nicht Spiel, das wir auf Erden treiben, 
Und schien es noch so groS und tief zu sein! 
.................. Ein Sinn 
Wird nur von dem gefunden, der ihn sucht. 
Es flieSen ineinander Traum und Wachen, 
Wahrheit und LUge. Sicherheit ist nirgends. 
Wir wissen nichts von andern, nichts von uns; 
Wir spielen immer, wer es weiS, ist klug. 12 

With Paracelsus's help Cyprian realizes that every person is indeed a 

complex being, and that nobody can be certain about either his or 

anybody else's subconscious and its influence on their actions. 

We have seen in the case of Bernhardi that the positive 

doctor figure, when he is to treat a physical ailment, shifts his 

interest from the physical illness to his patient's PSychological 

state. He realizes that sometimes a physical illness 
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indicates illl inner conflict. Paracelsus notices this in Caciliais 

case, \'I"ho suffers from severe headaches and who is in a melancholic 

state most of the time because she is in love with the young squire 

Anselm. He, however, has only eyes for Justina, and Clicilia is not 

able to cope with this rivalry. Paracelsus, as a good psychologist, 

understands C~cilia's problem, and realizes that she does not wish 

to be cured of her love: 

Es scheint.,. 
das Leid~ mein Kind, das Euch bedrUckt 
1st so durchtrl:lnkt von einem jungen GlUck, 
Da~ Ihr nidlt urn die Welt es missen m&chtet. 
Mein Rat ist drum: bewahrt es treu im Herzen. 13 

As a positive character.) P aracelsus is concerned about the well-

being of mankind, without any regard for what was then standard medical 

practice. At that time J hypnosis was not considered a branch of medical 

science. Paracelsus is regarded as a wi tch-doctor who does magic 

tricks, and who tries thus to convince people that he can cure them. 

But this does not deter him, and he continues to practice medicine in 

his unorthodox fashion. Paracelsus does not concern himself with the 

opinion of society J which ridicules his abilities to cure people; his 

care is SOlely intended for the individual. 

In this play, Schnitzler clearly brings his interest and com-

petence in hypnosis to the fore. And although most of Schnitzler's 

doctor figures are aware of the complexity of the hwnan psyche, 

Paracelsus remains Schnitzler's only doctor figure who demonstrates 

the process of healing the human mind. 
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2. The Average Type o~ Doctor 

The "average" or U good" type is a physician who fulfills his 

medi cal duties like th_e revolutionary type, but who does not stand out 

like the latter. Like the revolutionary type, this doctor figure 

deals with_ "real" patients; and he also tries to hide the patient's 

physi cal condition from him in order to ensure the patient's psycholog

ical well-being, as we have seen with Professor Bernhardi. But unlike 

the revolutionary type, the average doctor figure does not come into 

conflict wi th society by disregarding its rules. 

Th.e mai_n representative of this type in Schnitzler's works is 

Dr. Halmschl8ger (Die letzten Masken). He is of the opinion that the 

psychological well~being of an incurably ill person is much more

important than the truth about the patient's physical condition. This 

is the Bernhardi theme that we have already encountered. Dr. Halmschlljger 

does not consider it wise to tell his patients that they are doomed to 

die. His patient Rademacher insists on learning the truth about his 

physical condition, but Dr. Halmschltlger tries to calm him down: "Die 

Wahrheit lch hoffe zuversichtlich--Nun, die Zukunft ist in 

gewissem Sinn uns allen vers chlossen .... 11
14 Although Rademacher feels 

that he is dying, Dr. HalmschlHger does not want to make things worse 

by telling him so. He will do everything to ensure that his last 

moments are peaceful. Rademacher, who has a sudden urge to see a 

former friend, implores Dr. Halms chl&ger at nine 0 f clock at night to 

call that friend iJIUnediately; he is afraid to die without having told 

tha t former friend how much he despises him. At first, Dr. Halms chlgger 

is against making exceptions for visitors, but Rademacher appeals to 
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Dr. HalmschlBger's kindness: "Herr Doktor" ich wei(3 ja~ es ist 

unversch!:lmt von mir, ~-aber Sie sind j'a doch ein Mensch,. Herr Doktor~ 

und fassen die Dinge menschlich auf. Nicht wie manche andere, die 

nur nach der Schablone urteilen ,,15 And Dr. Halmschl/)ger, who is 

aware of Rademacher I s raJ?id J?hrsical deterioration, fulfills his 

patient!s wish" ~or as he says to Rademacher's former friend: "Drum 

"" ". halt' ich auch j ede Strenge fur uberflusslg. Regeln fur Sterbende--

das hat doch keinen rechten Sinn, ,,16 Here again~ we are reminded of 

Bernhardi" who breaks the rules for dring patients. All that is 

imJ?ortant to him is his patient I s health as long as that person is 

alive. 

Another doctor figure \'lho ,feels it is his duty to conceal the 

fact that a pati.ent suffers from a terminal illness is Alfred (Sterben). 

Like Dr. Halms chlBger, he does not intend to give a defini te answer 

concerning the truth: (Marie) "Sie haben ihn j a oft untersucht, sagen 

Sie mir die Wahrhei t." (Alfred) "In diesen Dingen gibt es keine absolute 

Wahrheit. ,,17 felix had consulted another physician, who told him that 

he had only about a year to live. Alfred does not understand how a 

physician can neglect a personls psychological health by telling him 

the truth about the patient I s illness" \I[hich will only destroy his 

wi.ll to live, thereby driving him to an earlier death: Il'Es ist zu 

dumm,' fuhr der Doktor auf, res ist zu dumm. lch begreife das nicht! 

Als wenn es so d:dngend nQtwendig w!ire~ einen Menschen--'" "'Ich 

sags ja iJl)Jller, \ rief der Doktor aus, 'diese gro(3en Kliniker sind alle 

zusanul)en keine PsychOlogen. luIS Despite the other physician's diagnosis, 

Alfred tries his best to set his patient's mind at rest, although he 
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1S a\'lare that the other doctor was right. He is aware of Felix's rapid 

deterioration,) and therefore h.e grants Felix's wish to go south. Like 

Dr. Halmschl&ger and Bernhardi, he knows that it does not make much 

sense to keep to the normal rules when a dying person is involved. 

It is notew'orthy that the mainly positive doctor figure does not con-

cern himself 'only with the actual patient; as an excellent observer and 

psychologist h.e notices· th.e mental strain in the people surrounding 

him and he knows that such stress can easily lead to a physical illness. 

Alfred realizes that Marie sacrifices her health for Felix> and he 

notices that she is starting to become apathetic: 

Abel.' entschuldigen Sie~ Marie> das ist ja 
ganz einfach dunun. Es ist nutzlos und kindisch, 
sich in di.eser Weise aufzureiben. Sie mUssen 
in die Luft. Ich erkl~re~ daS es notwendig ist 
1st auch schon ein schlechtes Zeichen~ daB Sie 
sich nicht danach sehnen. 19 

Hiding the truth from his patient~ in order to set his mind 

at rest, seems to be an integral part of the physician's duty. He 

possesses the psychological knowledge of medicine which tells him that 

a mental strain on his patient will only worsen his physical condition. 

This leads us to one of Chekhov's average doctor figures. 

Dr. Ovchinnikov (Hydrophobia) is a doctor figure who is concerned 

wi th th.e influence of th.e human psyche on a patient's physical well-

being. Nilov ~ who thinks he was bitten by a rabid wolf, goes through 

men tal agony for fear of dying a terrib Ie death. He runs to Dr. 

Ovchinnikov~ ior th.e medical help that he had received so far had done 

nothing to relieve him of his suiiering. (Here we can see a parallel 

to Schnitzler's Felix ISterben] .) Dr. Ovchinnikov suggests he should 
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go. ho.me and get some rest" but Niloy had ;r;eceived that advice before~ 

which_ did nothi,ng fo.r his tro.ubled mind. Dr. Ovchinniko.v then explains 

Nilov's sympto.ms to. him~ spelling o.ut the sympto.ms of hydrophobia from 

his medi cal book to. Nilov--o.mi tting the passages on the terrib Ie 

aspects of that disease--in order to. show him that there is no reason 

for fear. Dr. Ovchinnikov is a good psychologist~ who in .his calm 

manner manages to cure Nilov o.f his stressful worry. 

);Fro.m the abo.ve examples we see that the average type is not 

much different from the revolutio.nary type~ except that he does not 

place himself in a situation that leads him into conflict with society. 

3. The Raisonneur 

The most prominent type o.f Po.sitive doctor figure in both 

authors I writings is the raisonneur. As mentioned above ~ S chni tzler I s 

and Ch_ekhov 1 s writings co.ntain two. types of the raisonneur figure, 

namelY' the detached type and the involved type. The detached type of 

raisonneur is portrayed as a concerned perso.n who. has his patient IS 

best interests at heart, and which he displays by being a friend, con-

fidant o.r consoler. He gives advice, but it is not restricted to his 

patients, fo.r it is actually directed at society in general. He is 

concerned about the individual's general well-being~ without any con-

sideratio.n for his o.wn private life. He makes every effort to help 

and not to abandon him, no. matter how desperate the situation is. 

The raisonneur deals more wi th his patients I intimate life and 

th_eirvario.us problems ~ which in many cases are not directly related 

to a medi cal issue. Although displaying great interest in his patients I 
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conflicts" the particular type o£ raisonneur--the detached type--

manages to keep a certain distance and not to take the problems to 

heart. The involved type of taisonneur however, tends to get involved 

in the lives of his patients to such a degree that it influences his 

private life~ usually causing him much mental stress or anguish, as 

\'[e w·111 see when discussing the involved type. 

(a) The Detached Type of Raisonneur 

As the principal representative of Schni tzler' s detached doctor 

figure I have chosen Dr. Stauber (Der Weg ins Freie). He is described 

as "freundlich," "mild, It "gutmlltig .. " with "gUtigen und klugen Augen" 

and "ruhigem Blick.II Dr. Stauber is a man greatly concerned about 

the life of the people who surround him. He possesses considerable 

psychological knowledge of medicine, the ability to observe and to 

keep a certain distance from the events, and an inner peace which 

enables him to diagnose the diseases of society and to offer his advice 

in a non-threatening way. Dr. Stauber knows that people cannot be 

persuaded to follow someone's advice, for we do not understand other 

people1s motives for their actions, nor do we understand our own 

intentions for that matter. He is aware of the complexity of the 

human psy.che; II 'Es gibt keinen ~lenschen auf der Welt, der seine eigene 

Stimme kennt,' bemerkte der alte Stauber, und es klang wie der Beginn 

u 20 eines popula.ren Vortrags." Dr. Stauber's remark is indeed well-

known to us, for we have already heard it from Paracelsus: "Wir wissen 

nichts von andern, ni.chts von uns .... 11
21 and we encounter this theme 

throughout S chni tzler' s work. 
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Dr. Stauber does not offer his advice to his actual patient, 

Anna-~this is a conunon trait of the detached type of raisonneur-but 

rather to Georg, who is in a position to change Anna's present life 

. style. Dr. Stauber is concerned about Anna's health~ and he considers 

it his task to convey- to Georg how important the mental state of a 

person is. He merely touches upon Georg! s relationship wi th Anna~ but 

we can see his insight best expressed by his wish for Georg to marry 

Anna, not only to free Anna from her social isolation~ but also to 

establish a healthy environment for their child: 

Georg ... sagte~ "Ich werde jedenfalls dafilr 
Sorge tragen~ daB es seine ersten Lebensjahre 
in gesunder Luft zubringt." 
"Das ist j a sehr schb'n~" sagte Doktor Stauber mild. 
"Aber gesUndere Luft als im EI ternhaus gibts im 
allgemeinen flir Kinder nirgends auf der Welt! 22 

Dr. Stauber feels sympathy for his patient: "Und es hlitte mir leid 

getan urn das Annerl ... wenn ich mir hUtte denken mHssen~ Sie haben 

. . h ., d' ,,23 sie nlC t so gern, Wle Sle es ver lent. And he would like Georg to 

become aware of Anna's position: 

... es solI schon dagewesen sein, daS ein 
junger Mann, der allerlei erlebt hat, so ein 
Opfer nicht genligend wUrdigt. Es bleibt ja 
doch ein Opfer, lieber Baron. Wir k8nnen 
noch so erhaben sein ilber aIle Vorurteile-
eine Kleinigkeit ist es heutzutage noch immer 
nicht, wenn sich ein junges Mlidel aus guter 
Familie zu so was entschlie(3t. 24 

Dr. Stauber tries to guide Georg, but again it is Georg's and not the 

physician 1 S decision. In short, Dr. Stauber is a competent physician 

who emphasizes the psychologi cal aspect of medicine. He is a well-

balanced person whose experience \'lith people has shown him that they 

can be guided, but that it is not wi thin his power to solve their 

problem. 
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Another exa.'1lJ?le of a detach.ed tlJ?e of raisonneur whQ does not 

offer hi.s advice to his actual patient, is Dr. Schindler C.Der Ruf des 

Lebens). He realizes that it is not his patienh.-a stubborn, selfish, 

and cold-hearted old man who is incurably i11--who needs the doctor's 

attention, but rather his young daughter whom he tortures mentally. 

Marie's father succeeded in cutting her off from the rest of the world. 

Yet she is torn between her duty to stay by his side and the desire to 

live her own life. Dr. Schindler notices that the resultant mental 

strain sta;rted to affect Marie's health, and he urges her to get some 

sleep, to go for walks, and to take better care of herself. He tries 

to sho\'1' her the way out of her isolation and her beginning apathy, even 

if that means acting against the rules of society. Here it happens 

in its severest form: taking the life of another human being. Dr. 

Schindler goes so far as to assist Marie indirectly in terminating her 

father's life. His suggestions are subtle, as when he tells her that 

her father's pres cription contains enough medication for a hundred 

nights of sleep: 

Der Arzt. 
Marie. 
Der Arzt. 

Marie. 
Der Arzt. 

Er wird seine Tropfen nehmen; ... 
Er wird sie nicht nehmen. 
So werden Sie sie ihm geb en--auch gegen 
seinen Willen. Es genUgt, wenn sie ihm 
zehn Tropfen ins Wasser trHufeln. 
Dieses Mittel ist unwiderstehlich. 
In diesem F1!:lschchen ist der Sch1af 
yon hundert N!:lchten. 
So vie1 vertrauen Sie mir an? 
Ihnen? ... Ja, Ihnen und ihm se1bst. 
In der Wohnung von Kranken, die zu 
retten sind, lasse ich nicht so vie1 

25 
zurlick. 

Dr. Schindler knows that he cannot help Marie's father; but there is 

Marie who has only begun to liye, and yet she is already losing her will 

to live. It is obvious that Dr. Schindler is in favour of euthanasia, 
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but he leaves it up to the )?a.rti.e!? concerned whether they wi..ll make 

use of it or not. The physician's function is only to guide a person, 

and it is left to Marie to deci.de what she will do. Dr. Schindler-

like most of Schnitzler's and Chekhov's physicians--does not try to 

persuade her to do anything.· It is a spontaneous reaction that leads 

Marie to pour all the medicine into her father's glass~ after which she 

wants to turn herself in to the police. Dr. Schindler prevents her, 

for he recognizes that such an action would only destroy a valuable 

life. Marie claims she killed her father for purely egotistical reasons, 

which. Dr. Schindler sincerely questions: "Der Arzt. 'Sind Sie dessen 

ganz sicher--?~~ pI Dr. Schindler knows that the human psyche is so 

complex that it is impossible to understand and to explain why we do 

certain things. Throughout the play~ he tries to show Marie a way 

out of her isolation and toward a meaningful existence; at the end Marie 

understands Dr. Schindler's words~ and she decides to try to add more 

meaning to her life. 

We have seen that there is a close interrelation between the 

mind and the body" and th.at inner confli cts might easily lead to 

physical illness. The next t\vO examples \vill show how a person's inner 

conflict can pave the way to death. In both cases~ the physician is 

a close friend of the patient whom he tries to help out of his un

fortunate situation. 

Both Dr. Wellner (Freiwild) and Regimentsarzt Tugut (Spiel im 

rv!orgengrauen) are very worried about tI-Leir friend~ whom they see 

rushing headlong towards ruin. After curing Paul from a prolonged 

physical illness~ Dr. Wellner hopes to see his patient back at \vork, 
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reslUIling his normal life sty-Ie. He is surprised to find that Paul 

intends never to work again but instead to enjoy his regained good 

health. Dr. Wellner doubts that anyone can lead a normal and healthy 

e ... '(is.tence without working. For man to lead a, meaningful life it is 

important to be sane in body as well as in mind. And without work, 

man soon becomes bored and apathetic, losing his interest in everything. 

As a friend, Dr. Wellner considers it his task to offer Paul 

his advice, but Paul will not react to any of his friend's suggestions, 

as Dr. Wellner realizes from the very beginning; 

Paul. Was n:lich betrifft, kannst du ruhig sein. 
lch weil? gan.z genau" was ich tue. 

Wellner. Was dir beliebt. 27 

It is crucial that Dr. Wellner recognizes a dangerous situation before 

anyone else does--an intuition which seems to be characteristic of 

the medical profession in the works examined; he repeatedly warns 

Paul: 

Komm, gehn wir lieber. 28 

...•..... 29 
Nimm dich in acht. 

Komm, Paul, ich denke 
30 

But in most cases, Paul does not even reply to Dr. Wellner's words, 

let alone act according to them. Again, after Paul is challenged by 

Karinski, Dr. Wellner's intui tion tells him that this whole incident 

will come to a bad end; liEs ist kaum denkbar. daB die Sache fUr 

31 Paul gut ausgeht." It is revealing that Dr. Wellner does not fall 

into the role of a moralizer after Paul got himself into that 

unpleasant, but avoidable situation" by not following Dr. Wellner's 

advi ce . The doctor's task is not an easy one, for Paul does not heed 



any adivce or any principles, yet Dr. Wellner does not abandon him: 

he continues to offer counsel, hoping that Paul will eventually react 

to it before it is too late: 

Und nun--hole deine Braut ab und reise ab 
Aber rasch, wenn du einen letzten Rat von 
mir annimmst. 32 

Yet all of Dr. Wellner's efforts are fruitless, for Paul ignores every 

suggestion down to the last one. Dr. Wellner is dealing with an 

individual whose wishes do not coincide with the principles of society 

and thereby leave him isolated in his thinking, ultimately bringing him 

to a tragic end. We have seen that throughout the play Dr. Wellner has 

made diagnose, but it would have required his "patient's" cooperation 

to be cured. We encounter the same lack of cooperation in Tugut's 

patient. Tugut is extremely concerned about his friend Willi, and he 

cannot watch him playing with his existence: 

Der Konsul teilte ruhig die Karten aus. 
Da standen sie aIle herum, die Herren, 
nur der Regimentsarzt war verschwunden. 
Ja, Willi hatte schon frUher bemerkt. 
wie er wUtend den Kopf geschllttelt und 
irgendetwas in die Z~hne gemurmelt hatte. 
Er konnte es wohl nicht mit ansehen, wie 
der Leutnant Kasda hier urn seine Existenz 
spielte ... Wie ein Doktor nur so schwache 
Nerven haben konnte! 33 

Like Dr. Wellner, he is aware that his friend is rushing headlong 

towards ruin, and again like Dr. Wellner, he is unable to stop him. 

But unlike Willi's other friends, he is the only one who worries about 

him after he lost everything at playing cards: 

Es schien Willi, als vermieden sie aIle, 
sich urn ihn zu klimmern, ja ihn nur anzusehen. 
Nun erhob er sich mit einem Ruck. Da stand mit 
einemal der Regimentsarzt Tugut neben ihm, 
der Uberraschenderweise wiedergekommen war, 
schien zuerst nach Worten zu such en und bemerkte 
endlich: "Du kannst dir's doch hoffentlich bis 
morgen beschaffen. 34 

65 
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Both Wellner and Tugut are very involved with their fipatient,," 

yet they regain th.eir composure at the end, when they have to deal 

wi th the purely medical side of their profession, after Paul has been 

shot and Willi has conuni tted suicide: 

Anna, Paul" Paul! 
Wellner. Er hClrt Sie nicht mehr. 

Wellner. Gehen Sie" Sie k~nnen hier 
nichts mehr tun. 35 

Tugut: Es ist leider ein Ungllick geschehen. 
Zu machen ist nicht-s mehr ... Regimentsarzt Tugut 
ist mein Name. Der Tod muS schon vor ein paar 
Sturlden eingetreten sein. 36 

", . . leider zu sp'cl.t,1J sagte der Regimentsarzt 
"lch gehe" die Meldung erstatten .... " 
Die Leiche hat in der Stel1ung zu belassen in 
der sie gefunden wurde. 37 

Chekhov's one doctor figure who comes closest to Schni tzler' s 

concept of a detached type of raisonneur--and who is to a certain 

degree Dr. Stauber's counterpart~-is Dr. Dorn (The Seagull). He has 

the ability to observe people and events from a certain distance. In 

contrast to most of Chekhov's detached types, he is content with his 

life and therefore does not concern himself with hope for a better 

future. It is important to note, however, that some of Chekhov's doctors, 

including Dr. Dorn, start to sing whenever a situation becomes embar-

rassing .. which is some kind of a defence ~echanism. It shows that they 

are affected by those happenings, but they try not to get spiritually 

commi tted, for they probably know that such an involvement would cause 

them stress) a burden of th.e sort th.at Dr. Reumann and Dr. Mauer carry 

with th.emselves. 
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As we have already seen in a. number of Schnitzler's works; 

the physician is frequentlY' con;t'ronted with physical illness which is 

rooted in some deep inner conflicts. It is the physician's task to 

diagnose these struggles and then to offer his advice to the patient. 

The counsel that Dr. Darn gives is that it is vital to know one's 

goal in life. Paradoxically ef!.ough .. he does not offer it to his 

patient which reminds us of Schnitzlerls Dr. Stauber and Dr. Schindler-

but rather to the young writer Treplev. 

The characters who surround Dr. Darn are all spiritually 

isolated, for they never had a goal. Sarin expects to be cured by 

Dr. Darn .. ret the doctor sees no use in trying to do so. Sarin does 

not suffer from a physical ailment but from a spiritual disorder. Dr. 

Dorn realizes, however, that at the age of sixty it is too late for 

Sarin to change. Thus it does not matter whether Sarin takes Valerian 

drops) whether he goes to a spa, or whether he stays at home. 

Dr. Darn demonstrates concern for others and for their inner 

life .. but he feels that there is only so much that he can do for them. 

Even for some of the younger generation the advice of having a goal 

comes too late. Masha has already resigned herself to an unhappy life: 

she wears black, takes snuff" drinks periodically, and tells people how 

unhapPY' she is. Dr. Darn realizes that there is no hope for a change. 

So when she comes to him for advice .. he is unab Ie to help her: "'But 

\vhat can I do .. my child? What? What? ,,,38 His hands are tied. He 

can give Sorin Valerian drops to calm him down and to stop him from 

dwelling on his unhapPY' e.xistence; Masha dro\<lns her problems herself 

by reaching for the bottle. The only character in the play who shows 
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is the young wTiter Treplev. Yet .. as Dr. Dorn observes, Treplev's 
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play lacks a clear meaning., which is a reflection of Treplev's confused 

mind, and leads to his downfall. Dr. Dorn realizes that all the people 

around him are neurasthenic and that they have personal problems as 

well. Like Dr. Stauber, he offers his advice, but it is not in his 

power to make people act accordingly. 

Another ChekhQvian doctor figure who is concerned with a person's 

inner conflict is the unnamed doctor from the story The Examining 

Magistrate. This physi cian is depicted in a way that has Ii ttle to do 

with his medical profession. Only at the beginning of the story do we 

learn that he is on his way to perform an autopsy. For the rest of 

the story .. however, the focus is set on his ability to make objective 

observations. He possesses a sound knowledge of human nature, which 

is an important trait of the physician. In The Examining Magistrate, 

the plot revolves around the revealing of a secret by the physician, 

who becomes a confidant against his will. 

In his conversation with the examining magistrate, he solves 

the apparently inexplicable death_ of a young woman. At the beginning 

of the story we already recognize the detached type of raisonneur 

in the physician who states that there is no action without cause. 

He listens to the magistrate's tale without interrupting and at the 

end tells him that the young lady probably poisoned herself. As a 

physician he knows that morphine can kill a person \'li thout any apparent 

traces: ll' ...... -Is there really such poison that can kill a person in a 

quarter of an hour, gradually and without any pain? '--he asked the 
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doctor ... i ,",-Yes, th_ere is. MOTJ?hine., .for example. '!IV"", 

A£ter he has suggested the cause of death., he examines the 
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magistrate about the ladyts private life. The physician aSS1lll1es 

illUIledi_ately that there were problems in the lady's marital situation. 

As a physician who is not only a good medical man but also an excellent 

psychologist, he comes to the conclusion that the young woman decided 

to commit suicide after she had learned of her husband's affair with 

another woman. The physician assumes that, since she was pregnant at 

the time of that incident .. she "predicted" she would die immediately 

after giVing birth_ because she did not want to kill her child. Her 

husband t~1ought she had forgiven him but the physician, who is indeed 

a good judge o.f human nature, tells him that young wives do not 

forgi ve that easily. The eJCamining )l)agistrate, who was really telling 

his own story, recognizes-.,..now that the doctor has illuminated the 

incident.,..·-what the human psyche -is capable of. 

A further eJCample of a detached raisonneur figure is Chekhov's 

Dr. Korolev (A Doctor's Visit). Dr. Korolev is sent to see a patient 

in the country--.a y-oung heiress of a large factory--who suffers from 

violent palpitations of the heart. Upon arrival, he recognizes that 

the young ladyt s problem is not a )?hy:?ical ailment but rather a 

spiritual disorder, one rooted in her dissatisfaction with her life. 

Liza is herself mllare of her situation .. but in contrast to Paul in 

Schnitzler's Freiwild, she suppresses her feelings, while also wishing 

for a friend who would advise her what to do. Dr. Korolev becomes her 

con£idant; she senses that h_e has some lmderstanding for her inner 

confli cts. He realizes that Liza suffers from isolation and that she 
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And he knew what to say to h.er. It was clear 
to him that she needed as· quickly as possible 
to give up the five buildings and the million 
if she had it--·to leave that Devil that looked 
out at night; it was clear to him too, that 
she thought so hersel£" and was only \vai ting for 
someone she trusted to confirm her. 40 
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It now becomes his task to confirm her belief, but as a good 

psychologist he cannot say: give up your wealth, and move out of this 

nest where inactivity breeds before you ruin your health completely. 

It is not that easy. He realizes that by merely telling her what to 

do and if she were to follow his advice her inner conflict might turn 

into a conflict with society las we have seen in Paul's case) which 

would then lead her into yet another form of isolation. He cannot make 

a decision for her. She has to know whether she is truly willing to 

excllange her present life style for another one, and whether she will 

have the necessary strength and endurance to carry out her plan. 

Instead, he J?oints out to h.er that she is not isolated in her thinking, 

ffild that this problem is characteristic of their generation. He is 

convinced that the future generation will have the necessary strength 

and endurance to deal with this problem: 

If What will our children and grandchildren do?" 
asked Liza. 
"I don't know ... I suppose they will give it 
all uJ? and go away." 
"Go where?" 
I Where? ... Why" where they like," s ai d Korolyov; 
and he laughed. JJThere are lots of places 
a good, intelligent J?erson can go to." 41 

Dr. Korolev has not cured Liza of her illness" but just as S chni tzler I s 

Dr. Schindler has shown Marie a way out of her isolation, he too has 
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... we, our generation, sleep badly, are 
restless, but talk a great deal, and are 
always trying to settle whether we are right 
or not, For our children or grandchildren 
that question--whether they are right or not-
will have been settled. Things will be clearer 
for them than for us. Life will be good in 
fifty years' time; it's only a pity we shall not 
last out till then. 42 

He makes the same suggestion that Dr. Wellner did to Paul: in order 

to lead a normal and healthy life style, we have to work; merely 

philosophizing will not lead us anywhere. 

As we see in A Doctor's Visit, Chekhov's detached type of 
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raisonneur believes the problem of his generation is that people (mostly 

those from the upper class) have a great deal of spare time which they 

spend philosophizing or paralyzed by apathy, questioning the meaning 

of life instead of doing something productive. 43 Chekhov's detached 

raisonneur believes that his generation's problems will be solved in 

44 approximately fifty years from now, but he does not realize that his 

generation has to prepare the ground for these changes, for the better 

life that he is dreaming about will not come about on its own. 

(b) The Involved Type of Raisonneur 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, some of the posi-

tive doctor figures are very much involved in their patient's life, 

which places too great a strain on their own. Two of Schnitzler's 

figures who are unable to draw a clear line between their professional 

and their private lives, are Dr. Reumann (Der einsame Weg) and Dr. Mauer 

(Das weite Land). 
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Dr. Reurnann is Gabriele Wegratts confidant in that he keeps her 

private life a secret. He supports her lies, for they have contributed 

to the ,,,ell-being of her family--sometli.ing which would not have been 

achieved by saying the truth--as Dr. Reumann tries to convey: 

Aber ich fUr meinen Teil finde: Eine LU.ge, die 
sich so stark erwiesen hat, daS sie den Frieden 
eines Hauses tragen kann, ist mindestens so 
verehrungswUrdig als eine Wahrheit, die nichts 
anderes vermUchte, als das Bild der Vergangenheit 

" zu zerstoren, das GefUhl der Gegenwart zu trUben 
und die Betrachtung der Zukunft zu verwirren. 45 

Dr. Reumann is excessively caught up in the happenings around him, in 

addition, his own professional ambitions, his suppressed passions, his 

uncertainties and responsibilities are too much for him. He is no 

longer able to keep a certain distance, which is necessary for a physi-

cian; therefore, the whole situation causes him great mental stress. 

He himself is aware of the effects: 

Felix. Wer knmmert sich denn liberhaupt 
urn die andern? 

Doktor Reumann. Es ist wahrscheinlich gut so, sonst 
wlirden wir aIle toll vor Mitleid 
oder Ekel oder Angst. 46 
(italics mine) 

In the same way that he cares for the well-being of his "patients" by 

keeping the truth from them, he envelopes his private life in lies when 

dealing with his patients. He does not accept a position in Graz after 

the physician who was supposed to take that place broke his neck. He 

justifies his decision by saying: 

Aber der Gedanke, irgendeinen Vorteil dem Malheur 
eines andern zu verdanken, wMre mir auSerordentlich 

" peinlich. Meine halbe E~istenz ware mir vergallt. 
Sie sehen, daS ist weder Aberglaube noch Stolz, es 
ist ganz gemeine kleinliche Eitelkeit. 47 



But that is not his only reason for staying in Vienna: he uses this 

play to cover up the fact that Johanna is the main reason. He tries 

to hide his true self, his own problems and desires but to no avail: 

Frau Wegrat. 

Doktor Reumann. 

Frau Wegrat. 

hat ihn [sic]lachelnd zugehHrt. 
Ob Sie uns auch den wahren Grund 
erz~hlt haben, der Sie in Wien 
festMil t ... ? 
GewiS. Ich habe wahrhaftig keinen 
andern. Ich habe nicht das Recht, 
einen andern zu haben. Reden wir 
doch nicht weiter davon . 
... Ich weiS ja, was Sie meinen. 
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Aber ich glaube, es stMnde in Ihrer 
Macht, gewisse Illusionen und Traume 
aus einer M~dchenseele davonzuscheuchen 
•••• 48 

Frau Wegrat realizes that Dr. Reumann has a liking for Johanna, and 

she believes that he could convince her that she is wasting her youth 

away by having an affair with the incurably ill Sala, who also seems 

to be more her father's age. But Reumann probably realizes that if he 

were to discuss this with Johanna, he would be acting solely in his 

own interest, which would be against his professional code. 

Sal a is another character who recognizes Reumann's attempt to 

hide the truth which here pertains to Sala's incurable illness and the 

fact that he only has a short time to live: 

Sala. . .. Warum sehen Sie mich so an, 
Herr Doktor? 
Dieser Blick ist ein wenig unvorsichtig 
gewesen. 

Doktor Reumann. Inwiefern? 
Sala. Er sagt ungeflihr: Abreisen magst du; 

aber ob du zurUckkormnen wirst, das 
ist eine recht zweifelhafte Sache. 49 

And Felix is the third character who has seen through him: 

Felix Herr Doktor hat Herr von Sala 
Ihren Blick richtig gedeutet? 



Doktor Reumann. 
Felix. 
Doktor Reumann. 
Felix. 

Flir Sie. kommt das kaum in Betracht. 
Er wird nicht mit uns gehen? 
ztlgernd. Das ist schwer vorherzusagen. 
Zu lUgen haben Sie nicht gelernt, 
Kerr Doktor. 50 
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He also realizes that Reumann plans to leave them because he is aware 

of Sala's rapid deterioration. After Sals's death, he would have to 

come to a decision concerning his feelings for Johanna. Felix realizes 

that Reumann is again unable to take the place of someone who "broke 

his neck": 

Felix. Lieber Doktor ... Nun weiB ich ... warum 
Sie in dieses Haus nicht mehr kommen 
wollen Es hat sich wieder einmal 
ein anderer den Hals gebrochen .... 
Lieber Freund-- 51. 

It is obvious that Dr. Reumann suffers because of his duties 

as a doctor and his need to suppress his emotions. He says: 

Oder denken Sie, daB es mir an dem guten Willen 
fehlte, mein Leben so zu fUhren, wie ich es die 
meisten .andern fUhren sehe? Ich habe nur nicht 
das Talent dazu. Wenn ich aufrichtig sein solI, 
gn~dige Frau--die Sehnsucht,die am tiefsten in 
mir steckt, ist die: ein Schurke zu sein, ein 
Kerl, der heuchelt, verfUhrt, hohnlacht, Uber 
Leichen schreitet. Aber ich bin durch Mangel 
meines Temperaments dazu verurteilt, ein 
anstlindiger Mensch zu sein--und was vielleicht 
noch schmerzlicher ist, von allen Leuten zu 
h8ren, daB ich es bin. 52 

His medical profession forces hilll to be concerned primarily with his 

patient's health, as is expected of the good physician. He fulfills 

these duties but he cannot deal with his private life, which places 

him under severe mental duress. Unlike Frau Wegrat1s lie which has 

ensured her family's well-being, Dr. Reumann's lies are not strong 

enough to bring him peace of mind. 
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Dr. Mauer is another doctor figure who has to deal with his 

problem. He is extremely observant of the little intrigues around 

him--a fact that he attributes to his medical professi,on: "Aber wozu 

hatte man seinen diagnostischen Blick.,,53 He is aware of the complexity 

of the human psyche and its influence on a person's life, and he knows 

that therefore mental disorders are not easy to explain: "Erstens bin 

ich kein Psychiater--und zweitens wunder' ich mich nie, wenn sich wer 

umbringt. Wir sind alle so oft nahe daran. ,,54 He stands by his friend 

Friedrich, who has an unhappy marriage and who has one love affair 

after the other. Dr. Mauer even stands by him after Friedrich's affair 

with Erna, for whom Dr. Mauer has a great liking. It hurts him to see 

how Friedrich is playing games, how everyone is merely playing with one 

another's feelings. Dr. Mauer is aware of the moral decline around him, 

yet he does not succeed in demonstrating convincingly to the parties 

concerned that they are destroying one another's lives. The whole 

situation--the involvement in his "patients'" intimate life, and his 

suppressed feelings for Erna--has caused him a great deal of worry and 

concern. 

By looking at some of Schnitzler's works, we have seen that 

an extensive involvement in a patient's private life can place undue 

mental strain on the physician. Two Chekhovian doctor figures who 

belong into that category are Dr. Khrushchov (The Wood-Demon) and Dr. 

Astrov (Uncle Vania). 

Dr. Khrushchov, who is Dr. Astrov's prototype, appears foremost 

as a landowner. W'e do not see him as a practicing physician; occasion-

ally he makes negative comments about medicine, thus reflecting Chekhov's 
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own feelings. He becomes disgusted with people's behaviour toward one 

another, and with the ruining of one another1s life, as did Schnitzlerts 

Dr. Mauer. Khrushchov realizes that the atmosphere that surrounds Sonia 

is unhealthy for her--her father is obsessed with himself, her uncle 

is in love with her stepmother, etc.--and he wants to take her away 

from this environment. He recognizes that the physical and mental 

well-being of a person go hand in hand, and that work will help to cure 

mental disorders--common Chekhovian themes that we have discovered 

already. Khrushchov is appalled by the moral decline aroUnd him. 

All are pretending to be something which they are not; they are ruining 

one another's lives, often by making false accusations. Khrushchov 

realizes that he too is guilty of these negative qualities. By admitting 

his faults in front of everyone, he succeeds in motivating the people 

around him to change their unhealthy attitudes towards one another, which 

makes the play end on a happy note. This forms a contrast to the works 

discussed so far, as well as to Chekhov's play Uncle ·Vania. 

As already pointed out, Khrushchov is Astrov's prototype. There-

fore, we are not surprised to find some significant parallels between 

these two doctor figures. Like Dr. Khrushchov and Dr. Korolev, Astrov 

believes in a better future, and he it by planting trees--

as Dr. Khrushchov and Chekhov himself did--which contributes to improving 

the general environment. Both Dr. Khrushchov and Dr. Astrov are dis-

gusted with the moral deterioration of the people around them, and both 

realize that they too are slowly becoming a victim of the same evil. 

In contrast to Khrushchov, Astrov's idealism begins to give way to 

resignation. This turn of events does not surprise us, if we take into 
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consideration that Astrov is an over-worked zemstvo physician, whereas 

Khrushchov is depicted primarily as landowner. Astrov is indeed com

pletely exhausted from overwork which can be seen in the following 

incident: he is not able to forget that one of his patients died during 

surgery, and now he suffers constant mental anguish because of this: 

fl ••• I put him on the table to do surgery, but he just had to die on me, 

while he was under chloroform. And whenever I needed it the least, 

my feelings would awaken, and it was as if I had killed him intentionally 

He is conscience-stricken, for he was completely exhausted 

from overwork when that patient was brought to him, and his concentra

tion was probably not of the best. 

Like all other positive doctor figures, Astrov is devoted to 

serving mankind, and he often travels long distances to see a patient 

who then changes his mind and decides he does not need a doctor. As 

in Dr. Reumann's case, there is a conflict between his calling and his 

private life. Through his profession he is forced to live in a rural 

area but he is not able to cope with the inactive life style there: 

flI like life in general, but this Philistine Russian district life I 

just cannot stand, and I despise it with all my heart. fl56 All this 

makes for a very stressful situation, which he tries to escape by 

occasionally reaching for the vodka bottle. He openly admits his faults, 

but this does not have the same effect as in Khrushchov's case. There 

is no glorious victory at the end; everyone simply resumes his earlier 

work after the departure of Serebriakov and his wife Helen. 
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We have seen that the mainly positive doctor figure appears 

in his function as a physician who has his patients! best interests at 

heart, relegating everything else into the background--the rules of 

society, his own private life, and the truth about his patient!s 

physical condition. In the above examples we have seen that the mainly 

positive doctor figure is involved in his patients! intimate life, their 

relationships, their marital life, and their various personal problems 

which in many cases are not directly related to a medical problem. In 

all these situations the physician will do everything to preserve or 

restore an individual's well-being, even if it means breaking traditions, 

the law, or professional standards. Hiding the truth from a patient 

and inventing lies are also some of the physician's means of ensuring 

his patients' or friends' peace of mind. As a friend, consoler, or 

confidant, he is loyal and understanding, and he stands by his friend, 

even if he personally does not agree with his friend's views. He is 

a physician who will give his advice in a discreet form, without forcing 

anyone to follow that advice, and without abandoning those who have not 

followed his adv.ice. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE MAINLY NEGATIVE DOCTOR FIGURES 

As with the mainly positive doctor figures, there are three 

types of mainly negative doctor figures: the weak type, the failed 

type and the moralizer. The physicians in this category appear in progres

sively negative··order. The least harmful is the weak type of doctor, 

whose lack of psychological insight results in his inability to offer 

moral support and to deal with his own inner conflicts. Second in rank 

is the failed type of doctor, who only appears in Chekhov's works; 

this particular type is a pathetic figure and a complete failure on both 

the professional and the personal levels. Lowest on the scale of 

mainly negative doctor figures is the moralizer. Characteristic of the 

moralizer is that he is ruthless, self-centered and~ in Scilnitzler's 

case, even cold-blooded and downright evil. Normally we would consider 

a moralizer- -one who points out people's fai lings in an attempt to 

help them--to be a man of redeeming qualities. Yet this is not the 

case with Schnitzler's and Chekhov's moralizer, for he moralizes solely 

for the purpose of satisfying his egotistical needs. He is wi llfully 

harmful which results in the physician driving his fellow man to suicide. 

Looking at the three different types of mainly negative doctor 

figures~ we will see that all of them lack the necessary psychological 

skill, which hinders them from dealing with their patients' problems 

as well as their own, or else they have the skill and, misuse it. 
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wi th the exception of the weak type, who forms a transi tion from the 

mainly positive to the mainly negative doctor figure, all the negative 

figures' main problems centre around very personal matters. Stress is 

placed on intimate concerns such as a desire for social recognition, 

monetary gain, or satisfying selfish demands. 

1. The Weak Type of Doctor 

The weak doctor figure in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's works 

portrays the absence of the psychological skill of medicine, which is 

a trait shared by all negative doctor figures. Furthermore, the weak 

character is unable to deal with his own inner conflicts. This leads 

to a certain superficiality in his practicing of medicine, which has 

serious consequences for him. Some experience great personal tragedies 

such as the loss of a person who was close to them, their own suffering 

from an incurable disease, or the loss of their own life. This makes 

them appear as tragic figures. Nevertheless, they are included in the 

category of the mainly negative doctor figures, since it is their 

profes·sional incompetence that leads to their tragedies. 

The principal representative of S chni tzler' s weak doctor figure 

is Dr. GrHsler (Dr. GrHsler, Badearzt). He is a frustrated, middle

aged physician whose moral decline forms the plot of the novel. 

Irresolution is his main character trait, and it is revealed in his 

professional as well as his private life. He is a practicing physician 

who keeps himself informed about advancements in medicine by reading 

medical journals, yet he lacks real devotion to his profession, being 

rather indifferent toward his patients. He puts his personal interests 
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above his concern for his patients. He is incapable of a lasting 

relationship be cause he is not certain what he actually wants. He 

thinks he loves a particular woman while he is with her, but even then 

he has feelings of doubt. As soon as he is away from her, his doubts 

start to grow and turn into hatred. He is an extremely unstab Ie 

character, with no goal in mind. In one instance he is reluctant to 

see a patient in a rural area. His reasoning is that such patients 

do not add to his fame and fortune. But we do not see him striving 

for those values, or anything else for that matter. 

Here, we should examine the ques ti on as to whether Dr. GrMs ler I s 

I profession is irrelevant, as we can see with Peter von Haselberg and 

II 2 Jurg Scheuzger. Maria Alter, on the other hand, is one of the critics 

who does question the significance of Grasler's profession3 and who 

attempts to answer it: 

The importance of plot elements based on the 
practice of medicine shows that Dr. GrMsler's 
profession plays an important part in shaping 
his fate, and that Schni tzler clearly was 
drawing another portrait of a doctor and not 
simply any middle-aged man. 4 

I feel that GrMsler's work as a doctor is indeed important, 

for it is through his profession that he encounters people and situations 

that determine his fate. It seems that for every person he heals, he 

loses another: his sister commits suicide in the spa where he treats 

people; he treats Sabine's father and loses her friendship at the end 

of his treatment; and he cures Frau Sommer's daughter, but loses Katarina 

who contracted the disease. 

Two further examples of a weak doctor figure are Schnitzler's 
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Dr. Copus (Paracelsus) and Dr. BUdinger CDer junge Medardus) whose 

function is to act as a foil for another doctor figure~ who plays a 

more important role in the plot. 

Dr. Copus (Paracelsus) is a physician who performs routine 

examinations ~ and who does not see the human being in his patient. He 

ignores all questions and comments, merely prescribing some medicine 

without getting down to the root cause of the disease. In contrast to 

the raisonneur who offers his advice to everyone in need, Dr. Copus 

is very tight-lipped: 

Anselm. 

Copus. 
Anselm. 

Copus. 

Habt Ihr ein Mittel gegen Gram 
der Seele? 
Die WUrfel sind es nicht. 
Auch ni ch t der Wein. 
Doch beides macht vergessen--das 
ist gut. 
I ch bin nicht Euer Arzt- -so muS ich 
schweigen. 5 

His conduct throws Paracelsus' traits of a true physician into 

relief as Schnitzler saw him: one who is concerned about his patient's 

psyche; who will approach him as his friend; who will spend as much time 

wi th him as is necessary .. and who will try to reveal his patient's 

inner conflicts which, in many cases, are the cause for their ailments. 

We see Dr. Copus as a physician who is unable to handle stiff 

competition: 

Herr Paraeelsus ist uns ja ersehienen, 
Was braucht man da den Doktor Copus noeh! 6 

He concentrates more on that event--whieh makes him appear as a cynic--

than on his patient: 

JmV"ohl! Er ordiniertl--Und glaubt Ihr's nieht, 
Die Totenliste morgen wird's erweisen. 7 
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He is too weak to deal with the fact that his patients are interested 

in Paracelsus's way of healing the sick: 

Und unser halbes Basel steht und staunt, 
Und meine eigenen Patienten sah ich--
Die stehen dort und harren seines Rates! 8 

He feels threatened by Paracelsus' s presence, and offended by the people 

in Basel who "abandoned" him: 

Ich aber sag' Euch lieber: Lebet wohl. 
Aufs Rathaus geh' ich, lege meine Stelle 
ZurUck--und will des Lebens kargen Rest 
Dem undankbaren Basel fern verbringen. 9 

Dr. Copus is an excellent example of a self-centred man. He considers 

there is not room enough for two physicians in Basel,if he cannot be 

the more important one. But he changes his mind about the "undankbares 

Basel" after th.ey decided to keep Dr. Copus as the leading physician, 

and to offer Paracelsus a lower position: 

Copus. Wie libel kennt Ihr dieses gute Basel! 
So h~rt: Es will der Rat, urn Euch zu ehren, 
Neu eine Wlirde schaffen, und er wMhlt 
Zum zweiten Stadtarzt Euch. Ich bin der erste. 
IllY staunt? 10 

Dr. Copus would prefer Paracelsus to leave Basel: 

Paracelsus. 
Copus. 

Man weist mich aus? 11 
a w~r' es das! Entschuldigt. 

But as long as Paracelsus \vill be subrrJ..ssi Ve~ Dr. Copus will be happy: 

Copus. ... Da ich der erste, 
So habt Ihr gute Stlltz' an mir, mein Freund. 
Ich will Euch gern in manchem unterweisen. 
In schweren F~llen kHnnt Ihr Rats erholen, 

.Bescheidne SchUler sieht der Meister gern. 12 

It is indeed ironic that Dr. Copus, who lacks knowledge about an important 

aspect of medicine, considers himself superior to Paracelsus. Paracelsus, 

however, is aware of the immediate situation and decides to leave town. 
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We can see that the physi cian as "weak" character is ignorant 

of the psychological aspect of the practice of medicine, which often 

appears to be the most important factor in diagnosing an illness. This 

lack is also one of Dr. B~dingerls (Der junge Medardus) traits. He is 

unable to deal with_ his own inner conflicts--his wife has left him, 

and his only child has just died from a disease that Dr. BUdinger had 

caught from one of his patients and with which he cannot cope; he 

therefore is incapable of aiding his patients. Ironically, he clings 

to his profession and finds a refuge there, although it had cost him 

the life of his child: 

Ich sehe abends wieder her. Oh, ich habe nichts 
andres zu tun als nach Kranken zu sehn. Wenn Sie 
wUnschen, bleib' ich auch die ganze Nacht hier. 
Es war n~lich mein einziges Kind. 13 

Such blind slavery toward his medical profession is not much use to his 

patients. The portrayal of this apathetic doctor figure is used to 

emphasize Dr. Assalagny's traits \<[ho ,by contrast, is truly helpful. 

This mainly positive doctor figure is a good psychologist and as such 

he recognizes the importance of doing everything within his power to 

ensure the well-being of his patient, even if it means lying to him. 

Let us now turn to the weak type of doctor figure, who suffers 

great personal tragedies and whose private-professional problem in some 

instances leads to his tragic death. Schnitzler's Otto (Flucht in die 

Finsternis) belongs into this category. He is a competent physician, 

yet he is so involved in his brother Robert's fate--who suffers from 

persecution mania- -that it ultimately leads to Otto I s death. Robert 

interprets Otto's concern for him as a death sentence. This obsessive 
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idea goes back to a document that Robert wrote in which he asked his 

brother to perform euthanasia should he ever become insane. When he 

indeed begins to suffer from a mental disorder, he becomes obsessed 

wi th the idea that Otto plans to kill him. He flees the city but is 

soon confronted with Otto~ whose concern for Robert has led him to 

Robert's hiding place. Otto is shaken by Robert's facial expression 

which bears witness to his confused mind, but Robert, who thinks that 

Otto has come in order to kill him, shoots him while Otto is embracing 

him. 

In this novel, Otto shares his role with Robert. The story 

illustrates Robert's gradual alienation from, and distrust for, his 

brother, the doctor, which in the end leads to his terrifying fear of 

Otto. Robert and Otto had lost their parents at an early age--at a time 

when the brothers' personality and position in life had not yet been 

formed~-which strengthened Robert's bond with his older brother. 

Rohert believed he could only trust someone to \vhom he was closely 

related) and therefore he considered the bond with his brother as the 

only true and lasting relationship. The problem is that Robert considered 

himself less worthy than his older brother. His image of Otto is that 

of a successful physician who also plays the role of supporter of the 

family. Robert is aware of the enormous difference between himself 

and Otto, and is therefore unable to communicate with, and to relate 

his problems to him. 

It is noteworthy that one of Robert I s childhood friends, wi th 

whom he is still in contact, is a physician. Robert does not seem to 

have a high opinion of his friend as a doctor: 



Doktor Leinbach, sein Freund aus Jugendtagen, 
war freilich immer geneigt, Beschwerden, die 
man ihm klagte, leicht zu nehmen, und es 
konnte kaurn als sehr beruhigend gelten, daB 
er aIle irgendeinmal schon am eigenen Leib 
verspUrt haben wollte. 14 
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When Robert develops an irritating ailment of the eyelid, he considers 

seeing a doctor. It is revealing, however, that the first doctor who 

comes to his mind is not his brother but Dr. Leinbach. Although it is 

not directly stated, we can see that Robert is undecided as to whom to 

turn for a diagnosis. RoBert finds, as we haveseen~" tJiat Dr. Lein-. 

bach does not set his mind at rest. On the other hand, he is afraid 

to consult his brother, for he is unable to describe to Otto all the 

details of his illness for fear of a frightening diagnosis: 

Zugleich aber mu6te Robert sich fragen, 
und nicht ZUlU erstenmal, ob er sich dem 
Bruder auch ohne RUckhalt aufgeschlossen 
und nicht vielmehr in sonderbarer Scheu noeh 
in der letzten Unterredung ihm gegenuber 
seinen Zustand als harmloser dargestell t, 
als er selbst ihn empfunden hatte, in der 
unbewuBten Hoffnung, auf diese Art ein 
gelinderes Urteil zu erfa~ren? 15 

Robert is afraid to communicate with his brother, and so he decides to 

leave it up to Otto to dis cover the ailment himself wi thout being told 

about it; "Trotzdem nahm sich Robert vor, morgen Doktor Leinbach 

Otto zu Rate zu ziehen oder, lieber noch, es darauf ankornrnen zu lassen, 

ob sein Bruder die Ungleicheit der Lider selbst entdecken wlirde,II16 

Yet Robert is even afraid of this possible discovery; he does not want 

anyone to reveal his illness, He tries to hide his fears and various 

symptoms of an upcoming mental disorder. He mistakenly thinks that 

Dr. Leinbach can be fooled, but that Otto might unmask his pretension: 
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" diesel'. Leinbach~ ll."'ld als ,ll,rzt Uberhaupt nicht ernst zu nehmen! 

Den konnte man natlirlich anschwindeln, wie man nur wollte; es war 

keine Kunst. Mit Otto wlirde man kein so leichtes Spiel haben 

Robert thinks Dr. Leinbach is incompetent as a physician because when

ever Robert mentions one of his various symptoms to him~ Leinbach tries 

to get Robert's mind off his ailments by being in good humour, by not 

taking the illness seriously~ and by changing the topic. Otto~ on the 

other hand, dwells on Robert's symptoms by urging him to tell more 

about it. He tries to make Robert see that if he uses logic, he will 

discover that all his so-called ailments are merely delusions. 

Otto is shown as a physician who takes his. profession seriously, 

who is aware of his competence ,and who also lets Robert know this. 

The adjectives with which Schnitzler chose to describe Otto indicate 

that one of Otto's personal failings is his lack of lmderstanding con

cerning the human psyche. He is described as being "ironisch," 

"freundlich":spb'ttisch," "ernsthaft" and "streng~" whereas Dr. Leinbach-

the contrasting figure--is described as "heiter," "vergnligt" and 

"scherzhaft." Otto, who is very much devoted to his work--he is shown 

as a busy practicing physician--and who is shocked at Robert's mental 

deterioration, fails to realize that he is not helping his brother 

by taking his case seriously and by trying to reason with him. Otto 

does not know how to approach Robert as a human being, which leads to 

his downfall. The knowledge of, and the ability to deal with, the 

human psyche is very much alive in Dr. Leinbach's personality, and which 

becomes particularly evident in Leinbach's diary entry with which the 

novel closes. 
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Let us now turn to the main representative of the weak doctor 

figure in Chekhov's works) Dr. Stepanovich (A Boring Story) a professor 

of medicine at Moscow University~ who is incurably ill. While appro

aching death~ he undergoes not only a physical but also a psychological 

change. All his life he was devoted exclusively to science which 

alienated him from everything else. He is uncertain about his earlier 

idealistic views and is now tormented about the meaning of existence. 

He realizes that his devotion to science did not provide him with an 

ideal calling as he had thought it would. He was a famous professor, 

yet he has been lonely all his life. He had channelled his energy and 

his interest into one direction only--the medical sciences--and he never 

took time to spend with his family and friends. He failed to see that 

love and llilderstanding are more important than fame. His lack of 

concern for others and his inability to communicate led to his family 

respecting him for being a famous professor, but they could not relate 

to him as a human being. And even he does not seem to be able to under

stand himself on a personal level. We can see this portrayed in the way 

he describes his professional life: in the form of confessions and in 

the third person. 

Now that he is no longer able to devote himself to his work~ he 

feels that he is no longer accepted by his family~ and he becomes aware 

that his life has been meaningless. But, although he realizes that 

science ruined his life, he still clings to it. He longs for affection, 

yet he is isolated from his family because of his inability to 

communicate. 
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His only personal contact is with his ward Katja. Through her 

he could experience the true values of life, yet he is unable to give 

and to receive love. Instead, he resigns himself to a fate of spending 

the rest of his life in spiritual isolation. 

The two Chekhovian doctor figures who meet their tragic death 

through a private-professional involvement--which forms a parallel to 

Schnitzler's Otto--are Dr. Dymov (The Butterfly) and Dr. Evgrafych (The 

Helpmate). Both doctors are devoted to medical science--like Schnitzler's 

Otto--and both doctors' lives are shattered by marital problems: they 

are unable to deal with the unfaithfulness of their wives. Like Dr. 

Stepanovich they are good scientists" although they are lacking in 

psychological insight. 

Dr. Dymov is devoted to the medical profession and his patients. 

As a physician who is starting his career, he works in two hospitals 

to gain a secure position. He is respected by other physicians but not 

by his spouse. She claims that he has no talent for art. He has 

restricted himself to the world of science, and he lacks a strong will 

ei ther to show some interest in his wife's social life, or to introduce 

her to his world of science. Instead, he plays a submissive role, that 

of butler for his wife and her friends, by setting the table for them. 

When he becomes aware of her unfaithfulness, he starts to avoid her and 

to conceal their marital problems from everyone. Like Schnitzler's 

Dr, Blidinger, he seeks refuge from his personal problems in. medical 

s dence. He is too weak to force a confrontation, and instead of look

ing for a solution, he suffers in silence, resigning himself completely 

to his unhappy marriagej never complaining, not even while he is dying. 
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As we have seen in Otto's case~ he is unable to retain that 

certain distance from the events at hand which is necessary in the 

physician-patient relationship. His lack of psychological sensitivity 

thus leads to his tragic death. Here, Dr. Dymov becomes the victim of 

negligence when he contracts diphtheria from one of his patients, which 

leads to his death. 

Dr. Evgrafych's situation is similar to Dymov's, yet Dr. 

Evgrafych does not suffer in silence: he blames fate for his problems. 

He does not know why he has married Olga; he was influenced by her outer 

appearance and admits now that he is a poor psychologist who has failed 

to recognize her true character. But even when he has discovered her 

real personality, he is unab Ie to do anything about his suffering. He 

has lost his health and his money through living with Olga, and al1 

he is able to conclude--in his naivet~--is that she should have married 

someone who could have had a good influence on her and thus changed her 

character. Another example of his naivete is his belief in Olga's love 

for the man with whom she had betrayed him. He suggests a divorce, but 

she does not intend to give up the security she has in Evgrafych' s 

home. She does not have to leave Evgrafych to pursue her affairs. 

Towards the end, Dr. Evgrafych recognizes his mistake, but he is unable 

to alter anything. He was told he suffers from tuberculosis; he feels 

he does not have long to live, and SQ he resigns himself to his fate 

of an unhappy marriage. 

The doctor figures in the above-mentioned cases live in a very 

close relationship with their opponents. In all three cases, the doctor 

figure is the antagonist of a close member of the family. He is, however, 

too sympatheti c toward his opponent's faults or ailments. He lacks the 
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inner strength~ the psychological insight and the ability to connnunicate 

in order to deal with the situation at hand. 

In my opinion, both Schnitzler and Chekhov chose those doctor 

figures to share the central role with a close member of their respective 

families in order to illustrate that a physician must maintain a certain 

distance from people and certain situations, even if he has to deal with 

people very near to him, or else he will be crushed by this self-imposed 

burden. 

It is revealing that both Schni tzler and Chekhov end these works 

with the physician's death. Through their demise, Otto, Dymov and 

Evgrafych regain the reader's respect. They have become tragic victims 

of their devotion to medical science. Their devotion and good nature 

proved to be their downfall, but through their death they experience 

a sort of redemption. 

2. The failed Type of Doctor 

This particular type of negative doctor figure is a device 

frequently employed by Chekhov in his· works to depict the absolute moral 

decline of a human being, It shows the deterioration of all human values. 

We recall that this type of negative figure is not found in 

works. This is probably a result of the difference between the medical 

situation in Austria and in Russia. Schnitzler's physician works pre-

dominantly in the city where he had studied and where he might well have 

grown up. Chekhov's doctor figure is in most cases a zemstvo physician 

who practices medicine outside the town where he had studied, away from 

his circle of friends. Working in a rural area, he is exposed to a 
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number of various elements that can influence his character in a negative 

way: some of them are unable or unwilling to socialize with the rural 

population, ffild they might not find anything useful to occupy themselves 

wi th after work. This inactivity leads to boredom~ alcoholism, 

isolation, and ultimately to apathy. Others had idealistic notions 

about working as a zemstvo physician, but after a few years they realized 

that the health service did not improve: due to either ignorant of 

indifferent colleagues, or due to their own weakness; they become 

frustrated, and as they grow older they realize that all their efforts 

had been in vain, and that their life had been a failure. All four of 

Chek~Qv's failed or pathetic doctor figures--Dr. Triletskii, Dr. Ragin, 

Dr. Chebutykin and Dr. Startsev--serve to show the disillusionment of 

the zemstvo physician in its severest form. 

I would like to begin my analysis of this particular type by 

taking a look at a doctor figure--Dr. Startsev--who is shown in the 

process of declining morally and spiritually. Because of this, he forms 

a link between the weak and failed types of physicians. 

Like Dr. Stepanovich, Dr. Startsev (Ionych) lives for his pro-

fession. But his devotion undergoes a change over the years. At first 

he is truly interested in his work and his patients, but then this 

attention shifts to monetary gain, whi ch becomes his main purpose in 

life. The ever- growing success of his medical career leads to his moral 

and spiritual deterioration. He no longer has any regard for his 

patients: "When receiving patients, he is usually angry. He beats on the 

floor with a cane, and he shouts in an unpleasant voice: I Answer only 

my questions, if you please! Stop talking! ,,)8 His personality change 
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is also reflected by his physical appearance. He gains more and more 

weight--which seems to be an indication of Chekhov's disapproval of a 

19 character --and has problems breathing. Although he has a large practice 

and comes into contact with many people, he is not on intimate terms 

with anyone. It is primarily his insatiable materialism that leads to 

his isolation and to his moral and spiritual decline. 

We see that same estrangement and spiritual deterioration in 

Chekhov's story, Ward No.6, where the central figure is Dr. Ragin, whose 

attitude towards medicine is as indifferent as Dr. GrYsler's. Yet Dr. 

Ragin goes even farther than Schnitzler's doctor in that he ignores the 

dreadful conditions in the hospital that he has taken over. He is a 

character with absolutely no will-power or self-confidence. He thinks 

everything will change by itself. In contrast to the "weak" doctor 

figures, Dr. Ragin deteriorates morally as well as professionally. He 

negates the purpose of medicine by asking himself why he should keep 

people from dying, and by prescribing useless cures. Ultimately, he 

gives up practicing medicine at all. Like Dr. Stepanovich he becomes 

inwardly more and more isolated, and he too realizes at the end that his 

philosophical views were wrong. When put into the mental ward, he 

learns that he is not able to live by his belief that suffering is 

transi tory. He is not capable of facing the situation, just as he was 

unable to confront life. His realization, however, does not lead him 

anywhere; as is the case with Dr. Stepanovich and Dr. Startsev, he 

again becomes apathetic and dies from a stroke the following day. 

To this point we have seen that most physicians are devoted to 

their profession, or that at least they are practicing physicians. Now 
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we discover Dr. Chebutykin (Three Sisters)) and Dr. Triletskii (Platonov) 

who do not take their duties seriously, and who serve to portray the 

absolute moral decline of a human being. 

At the end of his life Dr. Chebutykin is portrayed as a total 

failure in both his professional and private life. He neglects his 

profession and his obligations. He is well aware of his failings and 

admits them openly: 

They think that I am a doctor) and that I am 
able to cure them from all kinds of diseases, 
but I know absolutely nothing. I forgot every
thing I knew; I remember nothing, absolutely 
nothing. 20 

Dr. Chebutykin goes so far as to disgrace the medical profession: not 

only has he given up reading any medical literature since he left 

university, but he also writes down remedies that he comes across in the 

newspaper--proof of his incompetence and irresponsibility. His attitude 

towards medicine is dangerous, as shown by the death of one of his 

patients as a result of his negligence. Like Schnitzler's Dr. BUdinger, 

he cannot cope with this tragic episode in his life. His lack of con-

cern is further shown by his shirking his duties. During a fire in a 

nearby village, he gets drunk and thus avoids offering the victims his 

assistance. In his soliloquy,21 he gives a partial but ~~satisfying 

explanation of his conduct. We see that he is capable of strong emotions 

but that he is unable to deaJ. with them. His whole life is an insur-

mountable task for him. 

Chebutykin is unable to cope with the duties of a physician and 

to meet the expectations that everyone has of him, which is to cure all 

patients. He has entirely lost his self-confidence. In devoting his 
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time entirely to curing people, Chebutykin neglected his private life; 

and he did not find any time to keep himself informed about advances 

in medicine. Now, at the age of sixty, he realizes that life has passed 

him by. He never married, for he was obviously too busy with his work 

to meet anybody. The only possible candidate he ever met, so it seems, 

is the mother of the three sisters, but she was already married. 

Chebutykin cannot cope with his loneliness and has resigned 

himself to his fate. He further comes to the realization that he is 

incompetent. The loss of one of his patients haunts him, for he feels 

it is through his negligence that the patient died. He is not able to 

deal with life's demands, and he has no illusions about himself or his 

future. He avoids the most important issues by reaching for the vodka 

bottle and by hiding behind his jokes and songs, which is another kind 

of defence mechanism, similar to the one that we have seen in the case 

of Dr. Dorn. We might regard Chebutykin as a morally depraved Dr. 

Astrov, in fact. We can see significant parallels between them. Neither 

is able to cope with life's demands and the negative aspects of being 

a physician. Both of them suffer mental agonies over the loss of one 

of their patients, with the difference that, in Chebutykin's case, it 

was due to his ignorance. Both of them take refuge in the vodka bottle 

to forget their problems and resort to singing or whistling when con

fronted with serious issues. 

The difference between Astrov and Chebutykin is that the former 

has not yet completely resigned himself to his fate. He is still 

practicing medicine and trying to improve living conditions in general 

by planting trees, whereas Chebutykin leads a life of total apathy. 
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He realizes that he is failing as a physician, and he is afraid of the 

consequences. That is why he keeps getting drunk; in order to avoid 

his duties. We can see from this example how a physician like Astrov, 

who starts having prob lems in dealing with his life, and who then 

increasingly has doubts about his illusions, slowly becomes transformed 

into a dehumanized character like Dr. Chebutykin. 

Another doctor figure who is to portray the moral decline of 

humanity, is Chekhov's Dr. Triletskii. He is indeed a most unappealing 

character. Like Chebutykin, he does not take his medical duties seriously: 

" ... Professional ethics! To hell with them! ,,22 He is in no rush to 

visit his patients, and he even refuses to see one, although later on 

he gives in to Platonov's "pestering," as he calls it. Everyone questions 

his abilities; he himself, however, is quite confident about his com

petence. Shcherbuk and Bugrov accuse him of not curing anybody but 

of still taking their money. Part of the problem seems to be that 

Triletskii is treating uncooperative patients. His whole behaviour 

seems to be the result of his inability to deal with the rural popula

tion and their way of living. He is well aware of the various in-

trigues and the faults of his fellow men- -he even makes comments about 

it--but nobody pays any attention to him. They all consider him to be 

a buffoon, yet--as in the case of Chebutykin--his jokes are a means to 

cover up his problems. Some other indications of his attempt to hide his 

inability to come to grips with life are wearing strong perfume, eating 

lozenges, and a preoccupation with food and money. 

Triletskii cannot handle all the moral deterioration around him, 

and instead of setting a good example for the other people, he becomes 
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cynical and at times even vulgar, sinking even lower than they do. 

He is at a complete loss as to how to deal with people; he only wishes 

that they would recognize their faults: 

Please advise all preachers, including 
yourself, that the sermons they make should 
conform to the preacher's deeds. If your eyes 
cannot find any comfort in looking at yourself, 
then you can't ask for any comfort for your 
eyes in looking at me. 23 

He considers that if they themselves do not know how to manage their 

lives, they cannot expect him to be able to do so, and to offer them 

his services on top of it all. 

All these failed doctor figures display a very unprofessional 

attitude towards medicine. Triletskii and Chebutykin refuse to see a 

patient, Ragin ignores the dreadful conditions in the hospital where he 

works, and Startsev cannot tolerate his patients, practicing medicine 

solely for monetary gain. In their younger years, these physicians 

were full of idealism and enthusiasm to serve mankind. But then they 

found themselves in a small provincial town which was plagued by 

inadequate conditions for medical health (Ragin), moral decline (Triletskii), 

and boredom in all four cases. 

These physicians are not able to assume the life style of the 

rural population, nor can they identify with the intellectuals in the 

area, who lead a life of idleness. They are soon resigned to their fate: 

they do not show interest in anything except food (Triletskii, Chebutykin, 

Startsev); they neglect their medical duties, and thus they fail both 

personally and professionally. Triletskii and Chebutykin lead a totally 

meaningless existence, Ragin becomes insane, and Startsev is well on 



his way to vegetating, like Triletskii and Chebutykin. All four of 

these physicians become victims of their own state of mind. 

3. The Moralizer 
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This type of physician appears lowest on the scale of mainly 

negative doctor figures. Characteristic of the moralizer is that he 

is totally controlled by a quasi-messianic belief that it is his duty to 

rid society of its evils, or by personal matters, such as social re

cognition, monetary gain and egotistical demands. Thus we get two types 

of moralizers: the one who acts out of social interests--because he 

thinks he has society's best interests at heart--and the one who is 

ini tiated by purely personal reasons. Yet their characteristics- remain 

the same: they are selfish and inconsiderate; - and in S chni tzler' s 

case, they are calculating and cold-blooded. 

One of Schni tzler' s doctor figures who preaches for social 

reasons, is Dr. Ferdinand Schmidt (Das VermMchtnis). As with all of 

Schnitzler's and Chekhov's "moralizers," he passes judgement on one 

particular person: in this case it is on Toni, who is Hugo's mistress 

and the mother of his child, and who had been taken into the house of 

Hugo's parents after Hugo's death; as requested in his will. Dr. 

Schmidt's conduct is truly abominable: he is extremely ruthless, he is 

filled with all the traditional and narrow-minded prejudices of his 

social class, further, he is hypocritical and he shows no respect for 

other people's feelings. 

He starts his "attack" on Toni by attempting to keep her away 

from tIle dying Hugo. His next step is to manipulate Hugo's parents by 

telling them that their house is not her proper horne. It is revealing 
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how Dr. Schmidt, who had worked himself up into the upper middle class, 

denies Toni the same right by saying: "--bei uns hier hat sie nicht zu 

24 gelten." Dr. Schmidt is convinced it is his duty to save his "friends" 

from people like Toni who, in his view, present a serious threat for 

society. Dr. Schmidt is able to manipulate everyone around him without 

any great difficulty. He provides an example of one who uses his pro-

fession for negative reasons: he misuses the respect that is shown to 

physicians, and people put their trust in him: "Adolf.' Lieber Doktor, 

Ihre Ansichten sind die eines rechtlichen Mannes .... 1,,25 He misuses 

their trust and helplessness by dictating to them his personal views and 

by manipulating them into acting according to them, by virtually forcing 

his opinions on them: 

Ferdinand. 
Adolf. 
Ferdinand. 

Betty. 
Ferdinand. 

Mi t Toni haben Sie berei ts gesprochen? 
Noch nicht. 
So. Ich mechte aber zu bedenken geben, daS 
heute der letzte Tag ist, an dem etwas 
En ts chei dendes ges chehen kann. 
Lassen wir's doch bis zurn Herbst. 
Jeder Aufschub ist von Utel .... 26 

We see that giving an advice in a dis creet way--as we have encountered 

in the posi ti ve doctor figure--is completely impossible here, given the 

moralizer's personality: 

Ferdinand. I ch bi tte urn Ents chuldigung. Halbe 
MaSregeln helfen hier nicht! Toni muS 
nicht nur aus diesem Hause-~sie muS 
aus unserm Kreis verschwinden. 
Wir wollen nichts mehr mit ihr zu tun 
haben. 27 

Not only does Schmidt "advise" the Losattis what to do, but he even takes 

the unpleasant task of informing Toni about their decisions upon himself: 

Ferdinand. Da ich nun doch schon ein gewisses 
Recht zu haben glaube, mich zu den 



Ihrigen zu z!ihlen~ lassen Sie mich 
auch die Pflichten tragen. 
Ich will es Ubernehmen~ mit ihr zu 

28 reden. 

Nobody consents to Sch~idt's offer, and nobody confirms that it is 

their wish for Toni to leave~ yet Schmidt has no doubts that the 

Losattis agree with him: 

Ferdinand. I ch habe mit Ihnen im Auftrage der 
Familie zu sprechen. 29 

Ferdinand. prUft mit raschem Blick aIle Anwesenden 
[Toni, Betty~ Adolf]. Ich habe Ihren 
Wuns ch erfUU t . 
Das Fr~ulein weiS alles. 30 
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We have seen· that Schmidt believes he is acting in the interests 

of society, and that he is moralizing for social purposes. Yet there 

are also personal motives involved here. He begrudges Toni her 

advancement into the upper middle class) which she attained in such a 

short time, while he had to work himself up slowly. There is also 

another reason why he does not want Toni to live under the same roof 

wi th Franziska: he is afraid that Franziska \",i11 then dis cover the 

noble traits in a person and realize that Schmidt lacks these 

characte ris ti cs : 

Ferdinand. . .. Ich sage Ihnen} daB alles zu wa~ken 
beginnt, seit diese Toni hier ist. Ich 
flihle mich so lange meines GlUckes nicht 
sicher, als die M8g1ichkeit vorliegt, daS 
sie sich Franzi nllilern kann. Ich habe 
mit Gesch8pfen dieser Art nie zu tun 
gehabt; sie sind mir unheimlich .... 31 

He never stops trying to stir up everyone's animosity against Toni~ until 

he finally manipulates Hugo's father into sending Toni away, but not 

until he has insulted her in every possible way. He goes so far as to 
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accuse Toni of so many evil deeds that it drives her to her death. He 

is convinced, however, that no one is to blame: II--niemand--j awohl, 

niemand hat sich einen Vorwurf zu machen--niemand--ich betone das; 

niemand sich, und niemand einem anderen. 1l32 Yet it is obvious that he 

is responsib Ie for her suicide. 

Let us now eKamine oneQf Schnitzlertsdoctor figures who 

moralizes for personal reasons. After Dr. Schmidt, Dr. Eckold (Stunde 

des Erkennens) is probably the most unappealing of all of Schnitzler1s 

doctor figures. Personal gratification is what he wants, and he 

succeeds in obtaining it by being as calculating and cold-blooded as 

Dr. Schmidt. This ruthless character waited ten years--not twenty, as 

Maria Alter states
33

_-for a convenient moment to throw his wife KlaraJ 

who had betrayed him., out of the house. He claims it would have been 

inconvenient and immoral if he had told her to leave ten years ago, at 

a time when their daughter was still a child and living with them. He 

never mentioned her infidelity during those ten years; he let his wife 

cherish false hopes--she thought they had found each other again, where

as he regarded her merely as a prosti tute- -until he punishes her for 

something that has happened ten years ago. 

The cause for Eckold! s .calculating behaviour is rooted in his 

relationship to Professor Dr. Ormin, who is a friend of the house. 

Eckold thinks Ormin achieved more in life than he himself did, and 

Ormin feels the same about Eckold. Ormin considers it very important 

to have a close relationship to his patients. Eckold .. as a general 

practitioner, is in the position to form such intimate contacts whereas 



Ormin~ who is a surgeon" is only confronted with the ailing part of 

his patient's body: 

Ormin. . .. Er [EckoldJ hat es ja auch besser 
getroffen ..•. 

Vielleicht sogar in seinem Berufe . 

•.. 1st der meine vielleicht von h8herer Art?-
Ich versichere Sie, es hat manchmal direkt etwas 
Unheimliches~ wenn man in irgendein unbekanntes 
Haus gerufen wird~ und es wird einem vor allem~
ni ch t i rgendein lVlens ch.. s ondern ein kranker 
lVlagen vorgestellt. Eckold lernt doch seine 
Patienten wenigstens kennen.--34 
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Again and again we are reminded that Schnitzler expects the physician 

to display an interest in the human psyche as part of his medical duties. 

It is ironical that Ormin-~just like Leinbach--is portrayed as a 

physician who is not in a position to demonstrate an understanding of 

his fellow men~ when in fact it is he who possesses the necessary 

psychological insight, and not his opponent of whom it is expected. 

Eckold's lack of psychological insight takes on drastic pro-

portions. For ten years he has kept silent about the knowledge of his 

wife's affair. During that time, he has nourished his hatred of Ormin, 

whom he has mistakenly perceived as being his wife'S lover. And it is 

that antipathy toward Ormin that leads Eckold to throw his wife out 

of the house. It is shocking to see how a human being can plan his 

revenge for ten long years with such cold-blooded self-control~ merely 

for the benefit of a brief moment of tril~ph: 

Klara. 

Eckold. 

Du hast mich schlimmer betrogen und 
tausendfach feiger als ich dich. 
Du hast mich tiefer erniedrigt, als ein 
Mensch irgendeinen andern erniedrigen darf! 
triumphierend. Flihlst du das? WeiSt 
du das? Oh, das tut wahl. Und es war der 
lVllihe wert, zehn Jahre lang diese Stunde 



zu erwarten, wenn du heute deine Erniedrigung 
wirklich so tief empfindest, als ich damals 
die meine empfunden habe. 35 
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Klara cannot believe Eckold possesses such self~control as to 

wait for ten years to punish her. She believes he postponed the punish-

ment for their daughter's sake; she is shattered when she learns about 

her husband's calculating personality, and how he has lived behind a 

mask for such a long time. Eckold has suppressed his hatred of Ormin, 

and he has even gone so far as to nourish that hatred because he 

hegrudged Ormin every single success and happiness in life, and 

especially the social recognition that he wished for himself. Life 

seemed to have given everything to Ormin that Eckold wished to possess. 

And when E ckold mistakenly assumes that his wife had an affair wi th 

Ormin, he is defeated on both the professional and personal level. He 

believes Ormin to be responsible for that two-fold defeat, and that he 

cannot bear: 

Eckold. .., W~r's ~icht er gewesen, ich glaube 
fast, daSich dann M.'tte vergessen, verzeihen 
konnen .... Aber daS gerade er es war, dem 
du dich gabst, er, dem alles zuflog von 
Jugend auf, alles, was sich mir versagte, 
so verzweifelt ich mich auch darum mUhte, 
... --das hat mein Herz mit Bitternis gegen 
dich erf~llt .... 36 

Eckold has chosen a precise moment to punish Klara: when their daughter 

has started her own life, and when Ormin has left to offer his services 

on the battlefield, from where he is not likely to return. 

Klara realizes there is no sense in trying to explain to her 

husb.and that it was FII::lding, and not Ormin., with whom she had an affair. 

A calculating and cold-blooded person will not change, so everything is 
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beyond help or repair. Within minutes this belated and unjust p.unishment 

has ruined the last ten years of her life as well as her future> which 

leads her to commit suicide. 

The counterpart to Schnitzler's Dr. Schmidt is Chekhov's Dr. 

L'vQV (Ivanov). His moralizing also is based on the narrow-mindedness 

and the preju'di ces of his social class. There are> however> significant 

differences between these two physicians. In contrast to Schmidt> L'vov 

is not content with his surroundings: he feels out of place in a rural 

area; there is nothing wi th which a man of his education can busy him

self, and he does not understand how any intellectual is able to live 

in such an "owlfs nest," as he calls it. L'vov is in the same situation 

as Khrushchov, Astrov and Dorn> who become interested in forestry and 

art; but he is unable to find anything productive to do. Instead, he 

begins concerning himself with other people's affairs, becoming a busy

body. Dr. L'vov's accusations are directed toward Ivanov> who is 

unfaithful to his ailing wife, Dr. L'vov1s patient. Repeatedly calling 

himself an honest man> Dr. L'vov considers it his duty to reveal Ivanov's 

true character and his affair with Sasha "I am an honest man> and it is 

my task to protect the blind and to open their eyes. ,,37 Dr. L'vov seems 

to be a competent physician--in contrast to Dr. Schmidt who is always 

replaced by another physician when one is needed--but he is a poor 

psychologist. He believes he understands the situation at hand, but in 

reality he only sees the result; he does not go to the heart of the 

problem. He accuses Ivanov of abominable behaviour without realizing 

that Ivanov is under emotional and psychological stress when he begins 

to have an affair wi th Sasha. He also fails to realize that his 
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suspicions about Ivanov's affair contribute to Anna's--his patient's--

death. 

L'vov lacks the psychological knowledge of medicine, which is 

noticed by the people around him: 

Anna Petrovna. 

Iyanov. 

You are a good man, but you don't 
understand anything ..•. 38 
............. .. - .. 

It might be possible to be an 
eAcellent physician--and at the same time 
to be ignorant of human nature .... 39 

Ivanov, whom he attacks tells him what he as a physician should know: 

" .•. I don't understand you, you don't understand me, and we don't even 

d t d 1 1140 (W . d d h f PI' un ers an ourse ves .... e are remln e ere 0 arace sus s 

words "wir wissen nichts von andern, nichts von uns .") We cannot be 

certain about our or anybody else's subconscious and its influence on a 

person's actions; we are therefore not in a position to judge anyone. 

Yet L'vov is persistent in his aim of ridding society of all evil, which 

in this case means unmasking Ivanov's true character. He engages in 

gossip about Ivanov's affair, sends libelous letters, and insults Ivanov. 

During his last confrontation with Ivanov, L'vov announces publicly 

that Ivanov is a scoundrel, thus contributing a reason for Ivanov's 

suicide. (In the first version of Ivanov, L'vov's responsibility for 

Ivanov's death is even more striking--Ivanov dies of a heart attack 

following L'vov's insult.) L'vov's lack of knowledge about human nature 

makes it impossible for him to manipulate people in as calculating a 

way as Schmidt did. Yet his constant interfering leads to the same 

result: to the suicide of the person he attacks. 

Two of Chekhov's doctor figures who moralize for personal reasons 
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are Dr. Tsvetkov (Doctor) and Dr. Kirilov (Enemies). Both of them 

differ from Schnitzler's Dr. Eckold in that they are not calculating, 

but merely selfish. Their moralizing outbursts appear rather spontane

ously" only lasting for a short time. 

Dr. Tsvetkov is portrayed as a physician who lacks the necessary 

psychological insight to deal with people on a human level, he it a 

dying patient or his former mistress. He chooses the most awkward 

moment to moralize, for instance, while the child of his former mistress 

is dying. His moralizing is directed against his former mistress who has 

persistently claimed that Dr. Tsvetkov was the father of her son. Dr. 

Tsvetkov knows that there are two other men to whom she had told the 

same thing and who have been paying for the education of the child just 

as he has been and now he wants to know who the real father is. He does 

not want to believe Olga 1s answer that the child is his: "Even at such 

a moment you decide to tell a lie . ... To you, nothing is sacred!4l 

Dr. Tsvetkov fails to realize that to him nothing is sacred. 

In the room next to him a child is dying--maybe his child--and Olga feels 

that she is losing everything that might have meant something to her; 

he fails to understand the situation" and accuses her of her evil actions. 

His lack of psychological sensitivity prevents him from realizing that 

Olga's behaviour probably sterns from an inner conflict of a complex 

nature. 

We do not learn what effect Tsvetkov's behaviour has on Olga's 

future. We can see, however" that he makes her situation worse by trying 

to satisfy his personal interests. Not only does he lack psychological 

insight and the ability to conUllunicate, but he is also extremely self-
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centred, a trait he shares w"ith Schnitzler's Dr. Eckold. 

Dr. Kirilov is another doctor figure who fails to have the 

necessary psychological sensitivity for dealing with people. At the 

beginning of the story, we have sympathy for ~im: he is overworked~ not 

having slept for the past three nights" and his only son has just died 

from diphtheria when he is called by Abogin, who thinks his wife is 

dying. But Dr. Kirilov is so exhausted and shaken by his son's death 

that he refuses to see the patient. It takes a great deal of effort on 

Abogin's part to persuade the doctor to go with him. At Abogin's house, 

however" they learn that Abogin's wife had pretended to faint in order 

to run away wi th her lover while Abogin was going for the doctor. Upon 

hearing this" Dr. Kirilov loses all self-control and accuses Abogin of 

taking advantage of his duties as a phYSician only to tell him about 

his marital problems at a time when he has enough problems of his own. 

Dr. Kirilov1s frustration leads first to a personal accusation, but then 

his moralizing becomes directed against society in general. He accuses 

the upper middle class of regarding physicians, and everyone else who 

labors" as their servants. He works himself more and more into a rage. 

Dr. Kirilov is completely lacking in psychological insight. He fails 

to see that Abogin suffers as much as he, although Abogin's grief has a 

different cause. Their grief should have united them; instead, it 

made them the worst of enemies. 

In the above examples" we have seen what serious damage a physi

cian is able to do either by his lack of psychological insight (L 'vov, 

Tsvetkov, Kirilov) or by misusing such knowledge if he does possess it 

(Schmidt, E ckold) . 
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Looking at the negative doctor figures~ we see that indecisive

ness or the serious doubts about the meaning of life is a typical 

trai t of some of the "weak" doctor figures (Grasler; Stepanovich~ Dymov 

and Evgrafych)~ which accounts for their spiritual deterioration. The 

"moralizer" lacks the psychological skill of medicine~ as we have also 

seen in the case of the "weak" type, or he misuses that expertise in 

Qrder to satisfy his own interests~ even to the extent of hurting other 

people. Both the "weak" type and the "moralizer" still practice medicine. 

The "Weak" type clings to his profession~ which still gives his life 

a degree o£ meaning. 

In contrast to the above types~ Chekhov' s "failed" type is 

indifferent towards medicine~ and in the extreme case even negates its 

purpose CRagin). By looking at Chekhov's doctor figure in this order, 

Astrov, Stepanovich and Chebutykin, we discover that the physician under

goes a rapid deterioration from a disillusioned young zemstvo physician 

to an apatheti c character who leads a useless existence. With Chebutykin, 

the doctor figure has sunk so low that he does not serve any pUl--pose 

at all. And we ask ourselves: what could possibly follow after 

Ch.ebutykin? After the creation of Chebutykin, who portrays total deter-

ioration of all h~T.ru~ values~ the physician disappears from Chekhov;s 

works. Can the doctor be replaced by another character? The answer to 

this interesting question will be found in the following discussion of 

Chekhov's last play~ The Cherry Orchard. 
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CHAPTER V 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

A. The Absence of the Physician in Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard 

Among others 1 Gerald Hoppl mentions that all of Chekhov's major 

plays contain a doctor figure except his last, The Cherry Orchard 

(Vishnevii Sad, 1903.,..1904). In this first part of Chapter V I will 

deal with the absence of the physician, and the question regarding a 

possible substitution of him by another character. Two critics who 

suggest for the absence of the physician in this play are Grecco and 

Ober. Grecco maintains that Dorn, Astrov and Chebutykin represent the 

moral decline which Chekhov himself feared he would experience if he 

permitted his medical profession to continue dominating his emotional 

life. Grecco is of the opinion that Chekhov's marriage to Olga Knipper 

prevented that from happening and that " ... the play [The Cherry Orchard] 

in one respect represents the peace Chekhov made with the world of 

science.,,2 Grecco is not very convincing. Since Chekhov was equally 

dedicated to both his medical and literary careers, there does not 

seem to be a need to "make peace with the world of science." 

Ober, on the other hand, believes that the absence of the 

physician in The Cherry Orchard is due to the worsening state of 

Chekhov1s tuberculosis, and that in giving up the practice of medicine, 

Chekhov no longer saw any need to use the doctor figure as a psychological 
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representation of himself: 

Following his severe recrudescence of tuberculosis 
in l897~ Chekhov gave up any semblance of practic
ing medicine and confined his waning energies to 
writing. His chief interest lay in the Moscow Art 
Theatre~ which produced his plays, and through it 
he met the actress Olga Knipper, who became his 
wife in 1901. Having disposed of the archetype in 
Chebutykin, he not longer had any need to create 
lonely, hollow men out of his fictive physicians. 3 
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This raises the question: is the physician's presence no longer 

necessary-,..has his task been fulfilled- -or is another character equally 

able to assume the physician's function? I will attempt to answer 

these questions, and then examine whether we find here a parallel to 

Schnitzler's works. 

After Chebutykin, the doctor figure disappears in The Cherry 

Orchard, Chekhov's last play. We have seen that Chebutykin was a 

pathetic type, whose vegetating existence served no purpose. Who will 

now take upon himself the physician's task of "curing" society? 

It is noteworthy that several characteristics we discovered 

in Chekhov's earlier doctors are distributed among the other characters 

in The Cherry Orchard: wisdom in Lopakhin, uselessness in Gaiev, and 

the inability to commit oneself to relationships in all the characters. 

The idealism that was formerly displayed by certain 

particularly by Astrov in Uncle Vania and his prototype Khrushchov in 

The Wood-Demon is portrayed by the young university student Trofimov. 

He appears to represent the new generation that will give up all the 

old traditions and start a new way of life (as Dr. Korolev predicted in 

A Doctor's Visit). Trofimov exemplifies the theme of work as the only 

way to save mankind~ and he is ready to follow the bright star that 
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Astrov had already seen shining in the distance.
4 

He feels that a better 

future is near, and that he will be among those in the front rank head~ng 

toward it. 5 

One of the striking parallels between Trofimov and Astrov is 

th.e description of the way age has changed them: 

Astrov. 
Marina. 

Trofimov. 

Have I changed much since then? 
Yes, you have. You were young and 
good-looking then, but you're 
beginning to show your age now and 
your looks aren't what they were 
either. 6 

Can I have changed so much 

Mrs. Ranevsky. Well) Peter? 
Why have you grown so ugly? 
And why do you look so old? 7 

Yet the difference between Astrov and Trofimov is readily apparent. 

Astrov is portrayed as a truly idealistic character, whereas Trofimov 

is treated as a somewhat comic figure. Mrs. Ranevsky's comments about 

Trofimov t s appearance remind us of Li ttle Red Ri dinghood' swords 

addressed to the wolf who is in her grandmother's clothes: it seems she 

cannot believe th.at this "doctor in disguise" will be able to discover 

and to start a better way of life. She is not the only one to make fun 

of him; Lopakh.in repeatedly ridicules him for becoming an eternal student, 

which forms a parallel to people's attitude towards Khrushchov's 

obsession with forestry. 

Another feature which Trofimov shares with Khrushchov is his 

idea of work: " ... It's time we stopped admiring ourselves. The only 

8 
thing to do is to work." In Trofimov's opinion, everyone must become 

educated and guide his fellow men toward leading a meaningful existence. 
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Work is the key word; again we see a parallel to Khrushchov: 

Khrush chov . 

Trofimov. 

... there! s no higher reward for 
anyone who works, struggles and 
suffers. 9 

And we can only redeem it 
[the past] by suffering and 
getting down to some real work for a 
change. 10 

Elsewhere, Trofimov gives two long speeches about the salvation of 

mankind through work, which go by unnoticed. (This is also charac-

teristic for th_e treatment of the doctor figure.) 

His enthusiasm for a better future is greatly exaggerated. He 

is l!haunted by mysterious visions of the future llll and he repeatedly 

sees happiness coming. Khrushchov' s idealism
12 

that had turned into 

13 disillusionment in Astrov, has given way to determination in Trofimov: 

Trofimov. 

Lopakhin. 
Trofimov. 

... Mankind is marching towards a 
higher truth, towards the greatest 
possible happiness on earth, and 
I tm in the vanguard. 
Will you get there? 
I shall. [Pause.] I'll either get 
there or show others the way. 14 
(italics mine) 

There seems to be a gratification here. He is certain that he will 

find happiness, but if he does not, he will show others where to find it. 

From all this we can see that Trofimov shows potential to re-

place the doctor figure, in that he tries to take the physician's ideas 

over. He considers a break wi th the past a prerequisite for future 

ha~piness. This becomes evident in his realization that man has to free 

himself from empty philosophizing and to focus his attention on work in 

order to lead a meaningful existence. In The Cherry Orchard, Chekhov 

seems to deal with a period in which everybody is still trying to cling 
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to yesterday's ideas. 

We do not know what calling Trofimov will choose but the fact 

that he has worked as a tutor, that he is concerned about people's 

knowledge of art, and that he makes translations seems to point to the 

profession of a teacher. As it so happens, the teacher is the second 

mgst prominent figure in Chekhov's works, after the physician. Chekhov 

himself often emphasized the importance of proper education. Like the 

physician, the teacher comes into contact wi th many people, whom he 

tries to guide toward a meaningful life. The crucial point is that he 

deals with them when they are young and more easily guided, when they 

are just learning basic principles. Had Chekhov' s death not prevented 

him from writing, I believe that the teacher would have assumed the 

function in his works that the doctor figure had performed earlier. 

One final question that has to be dealt with briefly: do we 

find a parallel to that in Schnitzler's \vorks? We have seen on page 16 

of this study that Gerald HOPF considers the possibility, that in some 

of Schnitzler's \'wrks the doctor figure might be replaced by another 

character. He is of the opinion that in certain cases the central figure 

could just as well have belonged to another profession. He thinks this 

holds for Professor BerJ)haTdi-~which centres on questions of principles 

and ethics~-or for Dr. GrMsler, . Badearzt, which is among other things a 

stud)" of a midlife crisis. I feel that these two doctor figures cannot 

be replaced by another character. As seen in Olapter III, in Bernhardi's 

case only a doctor could have found himself in a situation to oppose a 

priest in order to ensure that his patient may die in peace. And as 

pointed out in Chapter IV, I feel that it is GrMsler's profession that 
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experienced a series of particular personal tragedies. 
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In conclusion to that we may say that it is his calling that 

enables the physician to come into close contact with people from various 

social backgrounds. This~ as well as his knowledge of psychology, 

places him in a position to make observations and diagnoses, and to 

offer his advice. Therefore .. the physician's profession forms the basis 

for his function in the stories and plays. 

B. The Physician-Poet Polarity in Sclmitzler's Works 

In looking at Schnitzler's biography in Chapter II, we found 

that until his father!;s death h_e could not make a final choice between 

a medical and a literary career, and that he spent most of his life 

trying to realize his potential. There was a constant conflict between 

the physician and the writer in him, and Schni tzler deals repeatedly 

wi th this personal prob lem in his literary writings. I will now expand 

on Chapter II .. by giving some reasons for Schnitzler's indicisiveness 

concerning both his careers. I will show how S chni tzler' s father and 

the environment reacted to his careers, how their opinion had an influence 

on him, and how it led to his own doubts. 

S chni tzler spent mos t of his life being indecisive about his 

medical and 1i terary careers. He reveals that problem in his auto

biography as well as in his literary writings, particularly in the 

physician-poet polari ty. Coming from a family of physicians, it seemed 

natural for Schni tzler to study medicine, and he believes he could not 

have acted differently: 



Gewi6 sJ?::i.elten auch rein praktische Erwligungen 
mit~ wenn ich mich ohne Schwanken flir die 
medizinische Laufbahn entschied~ wenigstens 
insofeTI1~ also es mir nicht einfiel~ gegen die 
vernlinftigen Beweggrtlnde meines Vaters Ein
wendungen zu erheben j •••• 15 

Yet he was unable to find his true calling in medicine. He "neverthe-
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less pursued his studies and, later on~ took up his work as a physician. 

Schnitzler often mentioned that he was drawn to a literary career, a 

field in which he believed he could find success: 

"Und doch ist's nur die Phantasie allein", 
so schloS ich, "die mich vielleicht noch 
zu etwas bringt. Ge"wiS nicht die Medizih~ 
wenn ich mich zuzeiten auch merkwlirdig 
hineinlebe." 16 

Schnitzler was aware that the practice of medicine was not giving him 

the necessary satisfaction in life. His more vital interests were 

directed towards a writing career ~ but he was not certain whether he 

possessed the necessary talent to be a writer. It is noteworthy that 

despite his belief in greater literary achievements~ and despite his 

hypochondriac tendencies, Schnitzler did not give up his practice com-

pletely. It seems he did not want to disappoint his father~ "der mich 

auf aIle Weise lllld von j eder Sei te her in die Medizin einzuflihren 

17 trachtete," and he even went so far as to deny his growing interest in 

a literary career: 

lVlein Vater stand meinen schriftstelleris chen 
Versuchen (er bekam natUrlich nicht alle zu 
Gesicht) nach wie vor ohne Sympathie gegenUber, 
und mit Rlicksicht auf meinen arztlichen Ruf, 
der sich aus guten Grlinden noch immer nicht 
befestigen wollte, wlinschte er damals, daB 
ich als Belletrist mindestens ni cht mehr llllter 
meinem Namen hervortreten sollte. DaB er 
meinem ganzen Treiben in Literatur, Medizin 
lllld Leben ohne Freude zusah, war ihm wahrhaftig 
nicht Ubelzunehmen.18 
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It is only after his father's death that S chni tzler gradually turned 

away from medi cine. 

Schnitzler's fatJ:ter had always objected to his son's literary 

career which" in his eyes:> prevented Arthur from establishing a reput-

able position in his medical profession. Schnitzler felt that the 

people around him lacked the understanding for his wish to write: 

Es entwickelt sich was in mir, das so aussl.eht wie 
.Melancholier'. und doch, ich habe so 'ne gewisse 
Sympathie fUr den Menschen, der mein I ch 
reprUsentiert, da6 ich manehmal denken mag, es wMr' 
doeh schad' um ihn. Aber es ist doeh auch niehts um 
mich, das mich irgendwie hinaufbringen kBnnte. I ch 
muS gestehen: Meine Eitelkeit straUbt sich manchmal 
reeht intensiv dagegen" wenn im sehe, wie so 'ne 
ganze Menge von Leuten" die der Zufall, mein Lebens
und Studienwandel in meine NMhe, ja an meine Seite 
gebracht hatte, sieh ganz verwandt mit mir fi.!hlt 
und gar nicht daran denkt, daB ieh vielleieht doch 
einer anderen Klasse angeh~ren kl:lnnte. Fiel' einem 
yon diesen (man chen recht lieben Leuten) dUTch Zufall 
dieses Blatt in die HHnde~ so dHcht' er wahl, der 
Kerl ist doeh arroganter, als ich bisher glaubte.-
Und doch, woher sollen sie denn nur wissen, daS in 
mir vielleieht was vorgeht, wovon sie nie und nimmer 
eine Ahnung haben kgnnen;--vergesse ich's in der 
letzten Zeit schier se1bst--Und am End' 1st's 
wirklich nichts als eine Art von GrBBenwah~ .... I ch 
bin heute unklarer noch, als ich es seinerzei t war, 
denn das, als was ich heute gelte, bin ich j a doch 
nieht~-am Ende noch weniger. Nun, es kommt bald 
die Zeit, in welcher ieh mir GewiBheit ilber mich 
selbst verschaffen werde. Warte, Kerl, ieh muS 
dir noeh auf den Grund kommen. 19 

Although attracted by a literary career, he was not certain himself 

whether he possessed genuine talent as a writer: 

Sofort nach meiner RHckkehr trat ich meinen 
Spitalsdienst wieder an, doch tat ich in meinem 
medizinismen Beruf auch wei terhin eben nur das 
Nl)tigste: Eine bisher vtlllig ungewohnte Sehnsuch t 
nach Landleben, nach Umherstreifen im GrHnen hatte 
mi ch liberkommen, mehr als j e zuvor empfand i ch mi ch 
als KUnstlernatur, und \<lenn ich mir auch nicht 



verhehlte, daB Leichtsinn, UnbestMndigkeit, 
Lebesucht, unter der ich keineswegs eine banale 
GenuBsucht verstanden haben wollte, tief und 
mit Lust au£zunehmen, st~rker in mir entwickelt 
waren als das eigentliche Talent--ich bekam fUr 
eine Weile meiner Umgebung" insbesondere meinen 
tUchtigen Kollegen gegenUber, ein so zwingendes 
Geflihl der Uberlegenhei t,. daB es mich auch den 
wiederholten Tadel meines Vaters, der mir nicht 
mit Unrecht Mangel an wissenschaftlichem Ernst 
YQrwarf, minder schmerzlich empfinden lieB. 20 
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Now I will turn to the Physician-Poet Polarity in Schnitzler's 

works. The maj ori ty of S chni tzler' s poets are portrayed as being un-

appealing. They are not given the kind of respect that the physician 

enjoys. A good example is Rhon in Das wei te Land. Even before he 

makes his appearance he is introduced with a negative remark: " ... Herr 

von Kreindl werden zahlreiche Bekannte hier finden ... der Dichter Rhon, 

der hier auf seinen Lorbeeren ausruht. ,,21 

He does work, however, but no one is interested in his writings. 

He spends most of his time withdrawn from reality; he locks himself in 

his room and for days s"tays away from everyone, including his wife, 

to whom a friend says: IIGn~dige Frau, lassen Sie sich scheiden von ihm. 

Wie kann man Uberhaupt einen Dichter heiraten?" Das sind Unmenschen. II22 

Friedrich Hofreiter, the play's unappealing central figure, 

thinks that poets choose theix profession as an outlet for their wishes 

and for the feelings with which they cannot cope in real life: Friedrich 

says .. "Ich denk' mir tlberhaupt manchmal, ob die Dichter nicht meistens 

nur aus gewissen inneren MMngeln ... Dichter werden--? ... Ich stell' 

mir vor, viele Dichter sind geborene Verbrecher--nur ohne die nl)tige 

It II Courage- -oder Wustlinge, die sich aber ni cht gern in Unkosten sturzen 

,,23 
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It is revealing how people criticize a poet for suppressing his 

emotions and how they also treat that same characteristic in the physi-

24 
cian with sympathy, as we have seen in Dr. Reumann's case. 

The lack of respect for the creative writer is shown in Die 

letzten Masken as well, where the famous writer Alexander Weihgast 

experiences the hardships of being a poet- -his livelihood is jeopardized 

by his colleagues--and wishes he could start a new life, another pro-

fession: " ... nichts als K'chnpfe--nichts als Sorgen Nun stUrzen sie 

UOer mich her ... Wer? Die Jungen ... Jetzt versuchen sie, mich zu 

entthronen ... Mit Hohn, mit Herablassung behandeln sie mich.,,25 

The treatment by his fellow artists shows the egotisti cal and incon-

siderate tendencies which are characteristic of the poet. Because of 

these traits .. the poet stands in a clear contrast to the majority of 

selfless physicians who are dedicated to s"erving mankind. 

AlthQugh most of Schni tzler' s poets enjoy a more or less 

satisfying private life--most of them are either married or they are 

having an affair, in contrast to the physician--they are much more 

insecure. Alexander Weihgast, for example, is still fighting himself: 

"Nur nichts von der Li teratur. --Aber es ist noch nicht aller Tage 

Abend,,26 and Albertus Mon has doubts about his profession: "Nur das 

Manuelle fehlt mir. Wenn ich auch das hlitte .. ich glaube, ich h~tte 

II 27 nie eine Feder angerUhrt." 

Their profession does not give them the necessary support for 

dealing with the various negative influences on their life. Unlike the 

physician, the poet is prone to illusions which, in many cases, lead to 

his downfall. The poet Martin Brand (Mein Freund Ypsilon) is so obsessed 
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with his profession that it affects his sanity and drives him to suicide. 

A similar problem occurs in Der letzte Brief eines Li teraten, where the 

poe t is aware of the mediocre quality of his wri tings . He hopes that 

experiencing the death of his mistress will inspire him to wri te his 

masterpiece, but a few days before her death, he starts having doubts 

about it. fearful of not being able to meet the demands that his profes-

sion places on him, he commits suicide. 

In his essay "Poets and Physicians in Arthur Schnitzler's 'The 

Bachelor's Death.' and 'An Author's Last Letter, '" Richard H. Lawson 

:points wt the striking contrast between physician and poet: 

The former is observant, JIlature, considerate 
. (noLleast, of himself), urbane." and ironic. 
The latter is :pompous." egotistic, inconsiderate, 
insecure, and not less ironic. But what is most 
revealing are the instances of personal interaction 
between the two. 28 

In both of the above examples, the poet's fate is told to us 

by a physician who appears as a friend, or former friend, of the poet, 

but their relationship shows clear tendencies to rivalry, especially 

in the story Der Tod des Junggesellen. This conflict is a reflection 

of Schnitzler's inner turmoil, and of his mixed feelings toward the 

two professions. 

S chni tzler clearly deci ded in favour of the physician in Mein 

Freund Ypsilon, Der letzte Brief eines Literaten, and in Der Tod des 

Junggesellen. In the first t\'lO stories, we see only the result: the 

"victory" of the physician, whereas in Der Tod des Junggesellen, we 

will wi tness the competition between physician and poet, as well as 

the former's ultimate "victory." 
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Here Schnitzler's physician" who comes too late to see his 

friend the dying bachelor" finds a letter there, addressed to the 

bachelor's friends, two of whom are present beside him. In the letter, 

the bachelor informs his friends that he had seduced their wives. The 

physician is the only one of the friends who takes the whole affair 

with dignity. As a good judge of human nature, he is aware of people's 

inner conflicts and the reasons that lead them to actions which seem 

inexplicable to everyone else. For these reasons, the physician does 

not become cynical like the businessman" whose wife had died a year 

ago and who therefore did not have tll): confront her with her affair, and 

he does not fall into a rage like the poet. It is the poet--and not 

29 
the physician, as Maria Alter states--who later on takes the letter 

wi th the intention of leaving it for his wife to find after his death. 

He plays with the idea that his wife will then feel remorseful, and that 

she will praise him for being so noble and forgiving. 

One should note that it is the physician-.,..a skilled observer--

who finds the bachelor's letter, and \vho gets ready to read it. But 

while he puts on his glasses, the poet reaches for the letter: "Diesen 

Augenblick benutzte der Dichter, urn das Blatt an sich zu nehmen und zu 

30 
entfalten." Their competition continues in the same vein: iiDer 

Dichter warf dem Arzt einen hastig-bHsen Blick zu "and "'lesen Sie 

31 doch endli ch den S chluS, I befahl der Arzt .... " We have already seen 

the contrast in their behaviour after they have read the letter. The 

physician, who remains calm and is the first one that decides to leave, 

is certainly superior to the poet in that he is able to face reality and 

wi th dignity. After his death, the poet might become superior in the 
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eyes of his wife, but at present, he is defeated by the physician. 

All in all, the physician's ability to observe, and his selflessness 

and devotion to mankind, are all strong attributes which enable him to 

gain the upper hand over the poet. 

Blume recognizes that the physician-poet polarity portrays the 

contrasting motives in Schnitzler's writing: 

" d " "h " Kunstler un Arzte ... ln 1 nen verkorpern 
sich die Grundkontraste, die sein ganzes 
Werk durchziehen: Spiel und Tod, LUge und 
Wahrhei t, WillkUr und Zwang, Zufall und 
Schicksal, Jugend und Alter, Maske und 32 
Entlarvung, Sentimentalit~t und Verzweiflung. 

We ha:ve seen that S chni tzler was concerned about the moral decline of 

a society whose members--of which the poet is one example--are incapable 

of dealing with the situation at hand, and who instead escape into a 

world of illusions. It is the physician's task to diagnose the 

degeneration of human values in that society, and S chni tzler saw his 

wri tings as diagnoses: 

diese Absicht des Diagnostizierens trennt 
ihn selbst entsch_eidend von den vielen Klinstlern, 
die er schildert. Klinstler sind filr ihn Illusionisten 
des Daseins; worauf es aber ankommt: auf seine 
Desillusionierung, das haben in seinem Werk die 
" Arzte zu veranschaulichen. 33 
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CONCLUSION 

From the Doctor Figure to Their Creators 

We have seen in Chapters II and V that S chni tzler spent most of 

his life trying to make a choice between a medical and a literary 

career. By contrast, Chekhov, who did not know himself why he had 

studied medicine"",~".,. I don I t remember why I chose the medical school, 

but I did not regret my choice ,I') --did not suffer any sort of in

decisiveness concerning his two careers. From an early age writing 

played a very important part in Chekh.ov I slife. Pressed by circumstances, 

he wrote various pieces in order to support himself and his large family. 

Yet in his younger years he tried to hide his work as an author by 

writing under the pseudonym Antosha Chekhonte. (We are reminded here 

of Schnitzler, who kept many of his works a secret from his father.) 

Chekhov's attitude of self-denial towards his literary career changed 

after receiving a letter of praise in 1886 from Dmitri Grigorovich an 

imJ?ortant figure in the literary world. That gave him the necessary self

confidence to discard his pseudonym, and to channel his energies into 

his creative work to such an extent that he was advised to give up the 

practice of medicine and to devote himself entirely to his writing 

career. But Chekhov who was equally happy with both professions, 

responded to that suggestion in a letter to A.S. Suvorin, on September 

You advise me not to chase two hares at once 
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and to give up J?racticing medicine. I don't see 
why one can't chase two hares even literally. If 
you have enough hounds, it's possible to do it. 
I J?robably don It have enough hounds (in the figurative 
sense now), but I feel JTIore cheerful and more content 
with. myself when I think of my having .two occupations 
rather than merely one. Medicine is my lawful, wedded 
wife, and literature is my mistress. When one isn't 
enough for me, I spend the night with the other. That 
JTIay be a little improper~ but then it's less dull, 
and in any case, neither one loses anything by my 
perfidy. I would not devote all my spare time and 
though.ts to literature even if I didn't have medicine. 
r donlt have enough. discipline for that. 2 

A poetic reflectio.n of Chekho.v's ability to. pursue both careers with 
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·success can be seen in his play The Seagull. Do.rn is co.ntent with his 

life as a physician, but at the same time he is fascinated with art. 

Thus he and the writer Treplev do. no.t appear as antago.nists, as do the 

physician and poet in Schnitzler's works. Furthermore, when Chekho.v 

finall)" gave up practicing medicine in 1897, it was only due to bad 

health. 

Despite the contrast in attitude toward their medical careers, 

both S chni tzler and Chekhov believed that their medical studies were of 

great value fo.r tQe develorment of their literary careers. Here is 

Schnitzler on the subject: "Nach wie vo.r bin ich dem Studium der 

Medizin dankbar dafilr, daB es mir den Blick geschMrft und die Anschauung 

II 'Z 

geklart hatte .... II'} And Chekho.v: 

I firmly believe that my medical studies had a 
vital influence o.n my literary activity; they 
.:;ignificantly widened the sphere of my observatio.n, 
enriched me with knowledge whose true value to. me 
as a writer can o.nly be appreciated by so.meone 
who. is himself a do.ctor.4 

It is significant that their medical experience had develo.ped their 

abili ty to o.bserve people and situations closely and objectively which-, 
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together with their psychologicalinsight~ enabled them to diagnose 

people's actions while taking into account their personal psychology. 

We have seen that the influence of medicine played an important 

role in S chni tzler' sand Chekhov' s wri tings ~ in that they used numerous 

doctor figures. I do not believe that their reason for doing so was 

to idealize the physician and the medical profession~ which explains 

th_e rather small number of physicians as central figure} "but rather as 

a means of externalizing parts of themselves~ whether knowingly or 

unknol'vingly. Thus the doctor figure portrays a psychological link wi th 

ooth authors. That their literary writings include significant reflec-

tions of th~mselves) is expressed by Schnitzler in the following way: 

Aber mein S chaffen ist nun einmal das 
wesentlichste Element meines Daseins und 
wenn auch die Ges chi chte manc11er meiner 
Werke nicht in die Literaturgeschichte 
geh8ren mag) zur Geschichte meines Lebens 
gehl)rt sie gewiS, und darauf kommt es hier 
an. 5 

We get a clearer picture of the reason why Schnitzler and 

Chekhov characterized their doctor figures the way they did if we keep 

some of the significant dates in the authors' lives in mind. We see 

that Schnitzler's literary success begins to flourish after his father's 

death when lLe leaves the Poliklinik- and thus no longer has to con-

ceal that part of his life from his father or his medical colleagues. 

Between the ages of thirty and forty., S chni tzler depi cts mos tly average 

)?hysi cians. But in that period also belong two strong figures: the 

"revolutionary" Paracelsus, and the moralizer Schmidt. 

The next ten years sh_ow a significant change in the portrayal 

of the doctor figure. Whereas the previous decade was represented by 
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various types of doctor figures from both the positive and the negative 

gro.up, we no.w witness the emerging o.f a new type, the raiso.nneur, who. 

is the so.le representative fro.m approximately 1903 until 1912. That 

undivided attentio.n fo.r the type o.f the raiso.nneur seems to. point to a 

possible attempt o.f Schnitzler to. turn away from his earlier years 

of indecisiveness. 

T~e ne.xt change co.mes abo.ut in 1912 with the figure of the 

revo.lutionary type Bernhardi. It is noteworthy that the characters and 

the incidents in this comedy Po.int to. striking similarities with the 

vario.us physicians and events in the Po.liklinik where Schnitzler had 

wo.rked. Although S chni tzler denied that Bernhardi was a portrayal 

of his father,and that the poliklinik wi th its physicians served as 

t~e background for that comedy, I believe that that play serves as a 

great e.xample of a psycho.lo.gical link with the author. 6 It seems that 

with Professor Bernhardi, Schnitzler attempted once and for all to put 

an end to. his unsatisfying medical career in the Po.liklinik under the 

direction o.f his father. 

After Bernhardi, Schnitzler deals with his vario.us personal 

pro.blems in his writings, amo.ng others: marital problems in Stunde des 

Erkennens; indecisiveness and inability to form a lasting relationship 

in Dr. Grlfsler J Badearzt, and hypochondriac tendencies in Flucht in die 

Finsternis. 

His wo.rks beco.me more psycho.analytic in nature .. and he concen

trates now on the novel, which seems to be a more sui table genre than 

the play to. deal with psychoanalysis. 
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In cons.idering Chekhovls. writings ... we find that he began his 

li terary career approximately ten years earlier than S chni tzler. This 

does not surprise us, when we consider that writing short stories 

accounted for a greater part of Chekhov' s income than it did of 

Schni~zler's. Between 1880 and 1890 Chekhov depicts various types of 

physicians} including the raisonneur--al though not in his most prominent 

:form.,...-wh.ich is absent in the first period of Schnitzler's literary 

career. 

As his health begins to deteriorate, Chekhov writes less, which 

is also reflected in the decreasing number of doctor figures in his 

works. A;fter his stay on the penal island o:f Sakhalin, the number of 

doctor :figures increases slightly. This is the period of the mainly 

negative figures, such as Ragin and Dymov. 

In 1893 Chekhov moves to Melikhovo where he busies himself wi th 

;forestry and gardening in his spare time. The feeling of contentment 

that he experiences at that time} is reflected in the figure of Dorn. 

A:fter the depiction of the detached raisonneur Dorn, there is 

a significant change in the portrayal o:f doctor figures. 1897 brings 

a severe attack of tuberculosis, and Chekhov is forced to give up 

practicing medicine. From that tiJTIe on--almost immediately after the 

depiction of the involved raisonneur Astrov--and until he wrote The 

Cherry Orchard, there is a rapid progression in the moral decline of 

Chekhov's doctor figure, represented by Startsev and Chebutykin. I 

believe that Chekhov' s deteriorating health together with giving up 

his medical career.,..-and thus losing his necessary balance between 

medicine and li terature- -led to the increasing apathy which he portrayed 
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in the figures of Starts6V and ctlebutykin. 

It seems indeed that Chekhov's marriage to Olga Knipper pre-

vented an intensification of that apathy-~as Grecco suggests--for the 

need to reflect his emotional self in a .doctor figure was resolved in 

1904 in The Cherry Orchard. 

Thus we are able to conclude that the doctor figure in Schnitzler's 

and Chekh-ov' s works represents a significant psychological link with the 

author. And despite the dissimilar medical conditions in Austria and 

Russia, as well as the difference in Schnitzler's and Chekhov's 

attitude towards medicine, I believe it can be said that they shared 

the same 0utlook on life and medicine which they expressed successfully 

through their doctor figures, and which. makes them indeed strikingly 

parallel~ 

Und fUr einen Vergleich mit Tschechow--der 
mir persHnlich als der haltbarste von allen 
Vergleichen erscheinen will--bestand damals 
Ii.e. 50 years ago] noch keine Basis. Damals 
oegann man j a erst zu Uberlegeu) was Tschechow 
bedeuten und sagen wollte und ob er damit 
wohl recht hMtte. DaS und wie sehr und in wie 
oezwingender Parallele auch Arthur S chni tzler 
recht hatte) wissen wir erst heute. 7 

Both Schnitzler and Chekhov were aware that human values were decaying 

as the end of the nineteenth century approached. As moralists and 

phys·icians -' both authors concerned themselves with "diagnosing" the 

moral deterioration of a nation whose "death" was inevitable. Thus 

both writers' lack of concern for disease and death per se is of less 

importance than their attempt to diagnose the illness through the 

doctor figure in their literary works. 
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lRalpQ E. Matlaw, ed. Anton Chekhov's Short Stories. 
Texts of th.e Stories. Backgrounds. Criticism. New York: W.W. Norton, 
1979, pp. 267-268 (letter to G.I. Rossolimo, October 11, 1899). 
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4Ral)?h E. Matlaw, ed. Anton Chekhov's Short Stories. 
Texts of the Stories. Backgrounds. Criticism, pp. 267-268. 
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